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A trend in RF surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters and bulk acoustic wave (BAW) 
filters is to include more frequency bands and provide wider bandwidths. Acoustic 
filter banks are a straightforward method to achieve this but results in a bulky and 
cost-ineffective solution. The performance of other reported reconfigurable acoustic 
filters is limited by the low Q of the lumped elements. Traditional ladder type acoustic 
filters typically have a bandwidth of a few percent which is constrained by the 
effective electromechanical coupling coefficient of the piezoelectric substrate. The 
principle aim of this thesis is to investigate novel topologies for reconfigurable 
acoustic filters and wideband acoustic filters, while maintaining high performance of 
traditional acoustic filters like sharp skirt selectivity. In addition, to investigate 
traditional microwave filters with high frequency selectivity, resonator based CMOS 
bandpass filters are also developed. 
To investigate novel approaches of realizing high performance reconfigurable SAW 
filters, ladder type SAW filters with reconfigurable passband, reconfigurable lower 
transition band and reconfigurable higher transition band were presented. The SAW 
resonators are reused in conjunction with GaAs switches. Experimental verifications 
were performed at the 700 MHz frequency band currently allocated to Long Term 
Evolution (LTE). In the presented passband reconfigurable SAW filters with constant 
bandwidth, modified topologies were demonstrated to suppress or remove the 
spurious responses caused by parasitic inductances and non-ideal switches. 
To realize a wideband filter with high frequency selectivity by utilizing a SAW 
resonator’s characteristic, a filter combining SAW resonators and microwave 
ix 
 
transmission lines was presented. Two unique SAW resonators separately define the 
roll-offs of lower and upper transition bands. The basic filter was experimentally 
verified based on the modified Butterworth-Van-Dyke (MBVD) model for SAW 
resonators using lumped elements. The filter with suppression of the spurious 
responses using open-stub loaded transmission lines, and the miniaturized filter using 
artificial transmission lines (ATLs) were proposed and experimentally validated. 
Moreover, the filters with reconfigurable bandwidth were also demonstrated with and 
without PIN switches. Finally, the filter using chip SAW resonators was presented. 
A filter with SAW-filter-like selectivity and a much larger bandwidth than the 
traditional SAW/BAW filters with a bandwidth of a few percent was presented. The 
basic idea for the filter was experimentally validated around 700 MHz based on the 
MBVD model using lumped elements. Filter topologies were proposed for the 
miniaturized filters and the reconfigurable filters, which were also demonstrated using 
lumped element resonators based on the MBVD model. Finally, the filter using chip 
SAW resonators was demonstrated with bandwidths of 10.5% and 17%, respectively. 
The measured filters show substantially wider feasible bandwidths compared to 
commercially available SAW filter products in current market, while maintaining the 
high frequency selectivity of traditional SAW filters. 
In addition, CMOS dual-behavior resonator (DBR) filters at 28 GHz were presented 
with regards to spurious suppression and miniaturization. A DBR filter with wide 
stopband was demonstrated on a commercial PCB board and a lumped element DBR 
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CHAPTER 1                                                                                        
Introduction 
1.1 RF SAW and BAW Filters for Wireless Communication Systems 
With the rapid development of mobile phones, wireless local area network (WLAN), 
bluetooth and other applications, wireless communication systems have been a source 
for innovation in RF front-end design and transceiver design. Fig. 1.1 shows a typical 









Fig. 1.1. Simplified block diagram of the RF front end circuit of a mobile handset for 
global system for mobiles (GSM). R1, R2, T1, T2: bandpass filters. LNA: low noise 
amplifier, HPA: high-power amplifier [1], [2]. 
 
The transmitter path has two RF filters: T1 and T2. The receiver path has two RF 
filters: R1 and R2. At the antenna, filters T2 and R1 are connected directly with a T/R 
2 
 
switch, forming a duplexer. The system transmits and receives signals on separate 
frequencies. This is only one example of a simplified RF front-end circuit in a handset. 
The evolution of multiband and multimode mobile phones enables integration of 
different wireless standards, resulting in complex RF front end architectures [2]. Thus 
more filters and duplexers are needed to accommodate the increasing number of 
bands. In addition, requirements on filters and duplexers are becoming more stringent 
for better performance, smaller size, lower cost, shorter design cycle time, and lower 
power consumption. 
As one of the fundamental components in the RF front-end, filters play a 
significant role in the systems’ overall performance. The most notable RF filtering 
technologies include passive LC filters, ceramic filters, cavity filters, SAW filters, 
BAW filters, and low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) filters [3]. Passive LC 
filters are available for frequencies from below 100 kHz to slightly above 3 GHz. The 
performance and size of such filters depend on the capacitors and inductors used. 
Hence, LC filters are a good choice with reasonable size and high performance and 
excellent power handling capability in applications below 1 GHz. At higher 
frequencies, LC filters suffer from the low-Q of the lumped elements. Ceramic filters 
and cavity filters offer very high performance. However, the major drawback is their 
relatively large size which limits their application mostly to application in base 
stations. LTCC is a multi-layer technology which can integrate lumped or quasi-
lumped components. LTCC filters have lower insertion loss, high maximal operating 




RF SAW and BAW filters are dominant in the wireless communication market, 
especially in mobile phones, because of their low loss, high frequency selectivity, 
moderate power handling capability, and also small size. Fig. 1.2 shows the mobile 
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Fig. 1.2. Mobile commercial applications of RF SAW, temperature compensated 
(TC)-SAW and BAW filter technologies (after [4]). 
 
SAW filter technology has been serving the mobile phone market for about two 
decades and is widely used in the traditional phone bands. The technology for 
fabrication of SAW devices is mature for volume production and thus the cost is low. 
However, the working frequency is limited to around 3 GHz because the fabrication 
becomes more difficult for the narrower interdigital fingers with increasing frequency. 
Moreover, to mitigate the SAW material’s sensitivity to temperature changes, 
temperature-compensated (TC)-SAW filters have a reduced temperature coefficient 
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and offer better performances. TC-SAW filters expand the applications for which 
traditional SAW filters are not suitable, with slightly higher cost but still lower cost 
than BAW filters. Compared to SAW and TC-SAW filters, BAW filters serve higher 
frequencies and power applications with lower signal loss and stabler performance [5]. 
Therefore, TC-SAW and BAW filters are attractive choices for the recently developed 
3
rd
 generation (3G) and 4
th
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Fig. 1.3. Market for RF SAW and BAW filters and duplexers in the RF front-end of 
mobile phones (after [6]). 
 
Regardless of their merits and limitations, both SAW and BAW filters share the 
large market of RF front-end filtering in wireless communication systems. Fig. 1.3 
shows the market for discrete SAW and BAW filters and duplexers. The continuous 
development of mobile phones for low cost GSM handsets to multimode and 
multiband LTE smart phones, provides a strong drive for the constant increase of 
market share of SAW and BAW devices. 
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1.2 CMOS Bandpass Filters for Wireless Communication Systems 
Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) enables high levels of 
integration with low cost per chip when mass produced. CMOS integrated circuits 
have been developed for microwave and millimeter wave frequencies such as 22-29 
GHz and 76-77 GHz for automotive radar, and 57-64 GHz for unlicensed use and 
higher data rates [7]. CMOS BPFs are essential components in front-end circuits and 
are widely used in wireless communication systems [8]-[30]. With this in view, high 
quality passive components at microwave frequencies and associated accurate models 
are important [23], [30]. Most of the published works are around 60 GHz [8]-[22] and 
not many works on high performance filters at K band (18-27 GHz) and Ka band 
(26.5-40 GHz) [23]-[29] have been reported. Key requirements for most of the filters 
are low insertion loss, good frequency selectivity, low spurious responses, small size 
and required bandwidth. 
Low loss filters were earlier developed in [10], [11], [24], [25], [29]. However, the 
filters typically have very wide bandwidth and less adequate frequency selectivity. 
CMOS filters with narrower bandwidths are also reported which have high insertion 
loss [8], [13]. To achieve higher frequency selectivity and better out-of-band rejection, 
the filters are designed to have extra transmission zeros [11], [12], [14], [15], [18]-
[21], [27]. Therefore, the development of CMOS bandpass filters with low insertion 
loss and adequate frequency selectivity for the required bandwidth is needed to satisfy 
wireless communication standards. 
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1.3 Wideband and Multiband RF SAW and BAW Filters 
RF SAW and BAW filters with one-port SAW/BAW resonators being connected in a 
ladder structure are called ladder type filters. The basic idea of ladder SAW/BAW 
filters is first proposed by S.C.C. Tseng in 1974 [31]. Ladder type SAW/BAW filters 
feature low loss and wide passband without the need for a matching circuit, and are 
suitable for cellular phone applications. Fig. 1.4 shows a typical topology, consisting 
of series resonators R1, R3, and R5, and parallel resonators R2 and R4. The resonators 
are electrically connected without acoustic interaction. Each resonator can be modeled 
by the modified Butterworth-Van Dyke model (MBVD), which has a motional 
inductance Lm and a motional capacitance Cm, connected with a plate capacitance Cp 
in parallel. The sum of the motional capacitance Cm and the plate capacitance Cp are 
called static capacitance Ct. The resistors Rm, R0, and R1 represent associated resistive 
or acoustic losses. Each resonator has a resonant frequency fR determined by the 











Fig. 1.4. A ladder type SAW/BAW filter structure. 
1.3.1 Achievable Bandwidth of RF Ladder Type SAW/BAW Filters 
For RF SAW/BAW filters, it is well known that the fractional bandwidth is typically 





effk of the piezoelectric substrate and its orientations [32]. To provide a general 
picture of the achievable bandwidth of RF ladder type SAW/BAW filters, an ideal 
simulation is performed for ladder type filters using various piezoelectric coupling 
coefficients. The simulation is based on the lossless MBVD model for SAW and 
BAW resonators. 
Table 1.1. Achievable bandwidth of ladder type SAW/BAW filters. 
2
effk  - 



















Max 1005 6.7 984 0.8 1004.8 1.23 
Min 1005 14.9 984 0.5 1004.5 0.70 
0.1 
Max 1005 6.3 962 0.9 1004.9 2.81 
Min 1005 16.2 962 0.5 1005 1.40 
0.15 
Max 1005 6.5 939 0.9 1005.2 4.35 
Min 1005 17.6 939 0.5 1004.7 2.05 
0.2 
Max 1005 8.3 916 0.8 1005.6 5.05 
Min 1005 16.9 916 0.5 1004.9 2.81 
0.25 
Max 1005 7.8 891 0.9 1006.1 7.15 
Min 1005 18.4 891 0.5 1005 3.56 
0.3 
Max 1005 6.4 863 1.1 1006 10.74 
Min 1005 14.4 866 0.6 1005.8 5.41 
#1
: fractional bandwidth 
Table 1.1 shows the simulated achievable bandwidth for an electromechanical 
coupling coefficient 
2
effk  from 0.05 to 0.3. In the simulation, the static capacitance is 
limited from 0.5 pF to 20 pF, which is typical for SAW/BAW resonators. It can be 
seen that the maximum bandwidth for ladder type filters using 
2
effk  of 0.3 is around 
11%.  
A piezoelectric material with high 
2
effk  without too much compromising with 
other performance parameters, such as temperature stability and spurious free 
operation, is required for the development of wideband SAW/BAW filters. 
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Researchers have attempted to obtain a substrate with low loss and high 
2
effk  [33]-[35]. 
However, based on state of the art technology, it is still not cost-effective to realize 
acoustic resonators with high performance and high 
2
effk . 
To increase the realizable bandwidth, two acoustic filter passbands which do not 
overlap can be directly combined [36], [37]. However, the flatness of the passband is 
degraded. The characteristics of an individual SAW filter make it difficult to achieve 
a wider passband by combining narrow bands. A wideband low loss bandpass filter 
(BPF) combining SAW resonators and transmission lines is reported in [38]. However, 
improvement of the passband roll-offs by adding SAW resonators is limited due to the 
topology. Hence it is necessary to investigate new approaches to realize RF 
SAW/BAW filters with wider bandwidth based on current mature piezoelectric 
material technologies. 
1.3.2 Reconfigurable Filters 
Reconfigurable RF SAW/BAW filters covering several communication standards 
have been recently described as the “Holy Grail” pursued by filter designers and the 
wireless communication market [39], [40]. To realize multiband acoustic filters, a 
switchable filter bank is a straightforward solution. Individual filters are connected in 
parallel by multi-throw RF switches in the input and output. Low loss switchable 
SAW filter banks with the same bandwidth or both narrow and wide bandwidth are 
reported [41]-[46]. However, filter banks are usually bulky and costly and are limited 





Tunable SAW/BAW resonators 
To obtain tunable filters, much research has been reported to realize tunable 
resonant frequencies of SAW/BAW resonators [47]-[57]. The acoustic velocity under 
the interdigital transducers (IDTs) of SAW resonators is changed to reconfigure the 
resonant frequencies through altering the corresponding elastic stiffness by an 
external magnetic field [47]. The acoustic velocity can also be controlled by means of 
an electromechanically MEMS switch to short the surface of a piezoelectric substrate 
[48]. 
Alternative piezoelectric materials, such as strontium titanate SrTiO3 (STO), 
barium strontium titanate (BST) thin films and lead-zirconium-titanium oxide 
(PbZr1−xTixO3 or PZT) thin films, recently have been investigated for tunable free-
standing bulk acoustic resonators (FBARs) and BAW-solidly mounted resonators 
(SMRs) [40], [49]-[56]. Unlike the traditional piezoelectric material of aluminum 
nitride (AlN) or zinc oxide (ZnO), the piezoelectricity of this kind of material can be 
controlled by a DC bias to realize tunable resonant frequencies. A structure of a 
composite piezoelectric resonator was developed consisting of one RF non-tunable 
piezoelectric layer and one tunable piezoelectric layer based on the above tunable thin 
films [40], [57]. Such tunable piezoelectric materials are promising candidates to 
replace traditional piezoelectric materials and have received much research interest. 
However, reported tuning ranges are typically less than a few percent, and linearity 
and port matching issues need to be taken care of [39]. So far, no work has been 
reported of realizing tunable SAW/BAW filters based on tunable acoustic velocities. 
Furthermore, for BAW-SMR and FBAR resonators, a straightforward method to 
reconfigure the resonant frequency is to adjust the layer thickness in the active area. 
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Both BAW-SMR and FBAR filters with reconfigurable center frequency are proposed 
by loading an additional layer [58], [59]. Fig. 1.5 shows the FBAR reconfiguration 
using a cantilever RF-MEMS switch. The thickness of the loading layer is changed 
when the switch is turned on or off. The simulation results of the reconfigurable filter 
show a considerable frequency shift for practical applications [60], [61]. However, 





















Fig. 1.5. FBAR reconfiguration by an RF MEMS switch (a) off state, (b) on state 
(after [58]). 
 
Combination with Lumped Elements 
Reconfigurable filters by combining SAW/BAW resonators with lumped elements 
have also been reported [62]-[70]. The basic principle to reconfigure SAW/BAW 




Table 1.2. Impact of adding lumped elements to SAW/BAW resonators (after [62]). 
fR fAR
when C  
fAR does not 
change
fR does not 
change
fAR
when L  
when
fR does not 
change
fAR does not 
change
fR
when L  
when
fR fAR
when C  
 
When connecting the resonator in series with a capacitor or inductor, the anti-
resonant frequency fAR at which the resonator branch exhibits infinite impedance, 
remains unchanged, and the series resonant frequency fR when the resonator branch 
exhibits nearly zero impedance, is changed. When connecting the resonator in parallel 
with a capacitor or inductor, the resonant frequency fR remains the same and the anti-
resonant frequency fAR is shifted. The difference between the impact of inductors and 
capacitors is that inductors increase the frequency separation between fAR and fR, and 
capacitors bring the two frequencies fAR and fR closer. Hence, adding inductors 
corresponds to a larger electromechanical coefficient 
2
effk  and adding capacitors 



































Measured NO 2.44 fc shift: 0.6% 4.5 7 13 














2.14 BW: 9 MHz 1.95 - 14 
[62] BAW Simulated RF-MEMS 2.73 
FBW: 7.5% 1.0 9 9 
FBW: 53.7%
#1
 1.0 8.1 - 
[67] SAW Measured NO 0.92 fc shift: 2.3% 1.4 - <14 
[68] SAW Measured MEMS VC
#2
 1.08 BW: 16 MHz 12 - <23 
[69] SAW Measured NO 1.193 BW: 83 MHz 1.56 - 5 
[70] SAW Measured NO 0.838 fc shift: 7.8% 4.08 - 8.2 
 
#1
: The large ratio of reconfigurable bandwidth is at the cost of degraded selectivity 
#2
: VC = variable capacitor 
The reported reconfigurable SAW/BAW filters are summarized in Table 1.3. K. 
Baraka, M. E. Hassan, et. al, developed reconfigurable BAW-SMR filters by adding 
inductors [63] or capacitors [64]-[66] to the series or shunt resonators of ladder type 
filters. The lumped elements are switched on and off by CMOS transistors as switches. 
Similarly, S. Aliouane, et. al proposed BAW filters with reconfigurable bandwidth 
using switchable inductors controlled by RF MEMS switches [62]. These 
reconfigurable filters exhibit acceptable insertion loss. However, the out-of-band 
rejection is low. The measurements of the filters in [65] and [66] show reconfigurable 
lower band edges with low insertion loss. However, it is observed that the out-of-band 
rejection in the lower stopband changes for different filter states. The rejection 
becomes worse for the filter bands with narrower bandwidth. This is because the 
switchable elements are only applied to the shunt resonators causing the change of the 
static capacitance of the parallel branches only. As the out-of-band rejection is related 
13 
 
to the ratio of the series and parallel static capacitance, the rejection of the filters is 
changed. In addition, the shape factors deteriorate for filters with wider bandwidths. 
These issues of degraded out-of-band rejections and roll-offs limit the tuning ranges. 
Cs
Zs









Fig. 1.6. Circuit of the tunable SAW filter (after [67]). 
 
Voltage controlled capacitors and inductors are used to fine-tune the performance 
of SAW filters to improve manufacturing yield [71]. Recently, K. Hashimoto’s group 
have reported reconfigurable SAW filters by combining tunable capacitors with 
extremely wideband SAW resonators [69]-[72]. Two filters were fabricated separately 
in [67] using the circuit topology shown in Fig. 1.6. Reconfigurable band edges and 
the center frequencies with low insertion loss are realized. An advantage of the 
tunable filter is that the passband characteristic is insensitive to the quality factor of 
the capacitors. However, the tunable filter implemented with control circuits instead 
of two independently fabricated filter states are not reported so far. Wideband and 
tunable love wave filter using electrostatically-actuated MEMS variable capacitors are 
presented in [68]. However, the measured results show a large insertion loss of 12 dB, 
because the loss is sensitive to process-related issues. In addition, the major drawback 
of these tunable filters is that realizing wide tunability requires the use of wideband 
acoustic resonators, which, in turn, requires piezoelectric substrate with sufficient 
electromechanical coupling [73]. 
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A large shift in the center frequency is realized by the reconfigurable resonance 
technology proposed in [70]. The circuit with two filter modes is shown in Fig. 1.7. 
Due to the low-Q of available lumped inductors, this reconfigurable filter has a 
significant insertion loss. The two filter modes are fabricated separately without 
electronic switches. The insertion loss of the reconfigurable filter may be larger when 












R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
 
Fig. 1.7. Circuit schematic for the reconfigurable filter. R1-R5 refer to the same five 
SAW resonators used in the two filter modes, b0-b6 represent inductors and x0-x5 
represents capacitors, which are different in the two modes (after [70]). 
 
In summary, the above reviewed reconfigurable filters are based on two 
approaches: 
1. Tunable acoustic velocities to realize tunable resonant frequencies of the 
resonators. 
2. Tunable lumped elements or lumped elements electronically controlled by 
switches connected with SAW/BAW resonators to obtain reconfigurable 
resonant frequencies or anti-resonant frequencies. 
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1.4 Motivations, Scope and Thesis Organization 
The main objectives of this thesis are to investigate novel topologies of reconfigurable 
SAW/BAW filters, to realize wideband filters with high frequency selectivity utilizing 
SAW resonators, and to develop resonator based CMOS bandpass filters with high 
frequency selectivity. 
Three key issues of current RF SAW/BAW filters and CMOS bandpass filters are 
identified: 
1. The reconfigurable SAW/BAW filters reported in the literature reviewed in 
Sec. 1.2.2 have deteriorated out-of-band rejections and shape factors, and 
high insertion loss due to low-Q of lumped elements. Reconfigurable 
SAW/BAW filters with better performance are needed. 
2. Ladder type SAW/BAW filters typically have a bandwidth of a few percent, 
which is constrained by the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the 
piezoelectric substrate. Novel filter topologies to increase the achievable 
bandwidth of SAW/BAW filters while maintaining high frequency selectivity 
have not been reported previously. 
3 CMOS bandpass filters with low insertion loss usually have a too wide 
bandpass response with low frequency selectivity. High frequency selectivity 
and a moderate bandwidth are desired characteristics for CMOS bandpass 
filters. 
The specific objectives of this research are: 
1. To develop novel topologies to achieve SAW filters with reconfigurable 
center frequency, reconfigurable passband edges or bandwidth using RF 
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GaAs switches or PIN diodes. The reconfigurable filter remains good out-of-
band rejections for each band. 
2. To realize filters with SAW-filter-like selectivity and a much wider 
bandwidth than traditional SAW filters with a bandwidth of a few percent 
based on SAW resonators with a piezoelectric coupling coefficient of 0.1. 
The bandwidth of the filters is not determined by the piezoelectric substrate 
as in the traditional SAW filters, but is defined by the circuit configurations. 
3. To develop CMOS bandpass filters with high frequency selectivity and with a 
moderate bandwidth. 
This study is important for two reasons. First, it can provide insights on how to 
manipulate topologies for SAW/BAW filters to realize reconfigurable functionality, 
because the works reported so far mainly focus on connecting SAW/BAW resonators 
in series or in parallel with lumped elements. Secondly, it may offer guidelines on the 
design of wideband filters with sharp SAW-filter-like selectivity. The aim is to realize 
wideband acoustic filters which overcomes the limitation of the piezoelectric coupling 
coefficient of industrial processes. 
In this thesis, all the acoustic resonator-based filters employ ladder type topologies 
using one port acoustic resonators and the filters are verified by experimental results. 
In the implementation of acoustic resonators, part of the work uses SAW resonators 
and part of the work uses lumped element circuits based on the resonators’ MBVD 
model, due to the unavailability of the required SAW or BAW resonators. Although 
all the experimental verifications only use SAW resonators, the circuit topologies 




The basic theories of the acoustoelectric technologies, the principles of one port 
SAW and BAW resonators, and RF ladder type SAW/BAW filters are presented in 
chapter 2. 
In chapter 3, SAW filter topologies with reconfigurable passband and 
reconfigurable higher transition band and reconfigurable lower transition band are 
proposed. They are demonstrated around 700 MHz, currently allocated to LTE, by 
combining SAW resonator dies and RF GaAs switches, and are assembled in low 
profile surface mount packages. For the filter with a reconfigurable passband with 
constant bandwidth, modified topologies are also demonstrated to suppress the 
spurious responses caused by parasitic inductances and non-ideal switches. 
In chapter 4, a wideband filter is proposed combining SAW resonators and 
microwave transmission lines. The filter theory is first analyzed in detail. The basic 
filter and the filter with spurious suppression are then demonstrated using surface 
mount devices (SMD) components based on lumped element resonators based on the 
MBVD model. Then the filter is further miniaturized using artificial transmission line 
(ATL) technique and is experimentally verified. The filters with reconfigurable 
bandwidth based on the miniaturized filter topology are also demonstrated with and 
without PIN switches. Finally, the filter is implemented using chip SAW resonators 
and microstrip lines. 
In chapter 5, a filter topology with SAW-filter-like selectivity and much wider 
bandwidth than traditional SAW filters with a bandwidth of a few percent is presented. 
First, the filter is demonstrated using SMD components using lumped element 
resonators based on the MBVD model. Then the filter is miniaturized by series 
inductive loading and is experimentally verified. Passband reconfigurable filters are 
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presented to validate the reconfigurability. Finally, two filters are demonstrated using 
chip SAW resonators and microstrip coupled lines, realizing bandwidths of 10.5% 
and 17% respectively. 
Chapter 6 presents a CMOS bandpass filter using lumped element DBRs. First, a 
DBR filter with wide stopband using coupled line inverters is analyzed and 
demonstrated on a commercial PCB board. Additionally, to reduce the filter area, a 
lumped element DBR filter is proposed and implemented in standard 0.13 μm CMOS 
technology. The 3-dB bandwidth of 15% is realized with two transmission zeros at 
20.2 GHz and 37 GHz. 
In chapter 7, the major contributions of the thesis are described and conclusions 
and recommendations are provided. 
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CHAPTER 2                                                                         
From Acoustoelectric Technology to RF Ladder Type 
SAW/BAW Filters 
2.1 Basics of Acoustic Waves and Piezoelectricity 
In contrast to free space electromagnetic (EM) waves, there are two basic types of 
acoustic waves which exist in SAW or BAW devices. The first type are longitudinal 
waves, in which the displacement is parallel to the propagation direction. For example, 
the sound waves people speak or hear are essentially one kind of longitudinal wave. 
The second type are shear waves, in which the displacement is parallel to any 
direction of the wave front and normal to the propagation direction. The velocities of 
the waves are typically 5000-10000 m/s for longitudinal waves and a lower 3000-
6000 m/s for shear waves. They are 10
5
 times slower than EM waves which translates 
to a much shorter wavelength than EM waves [74]. This is the key advantage of 
acoustic wave devices as it provides the possibility for realizing acoustic filters with a 
much smaller size than traditional microwave filters based on EM waves. This section 




2.1.1 Stress and Strain in a Non-piezoelectric Elastic Solid  
Acoustic waves are essentially mechanical deformations of a material and can be 
described in terms of strains and stresses. When external sources are applied to the 
material, the positions of the material particles are changed relative to their 
equilibrium states. This displacement is described as strains and is generally a 
function of the position. Under the strains, the material generates internal forces 
which tend to return the particles to their equilibrium states, or unstrained states. 
These internal forces are described as stresses. Acoustic waves propagate under the 
conversions of the strains and stresses. To describe the principle of the propagation, 
the mechanical variables, corresponding to the EM variables of the electric field E, 
the displacement D, the magnetic field H and the induction B, are defined as: 
 stress = T (N/m
2
) 
 strain = S (dimensionless) 
 particle displacement = µ (m) 
 particle velocity = v (m/s) 
First we analyze the mechanical properties of a non-piezoelectric material. Fig. 














The stress T is the force  F applied per unit area A of the solid: T = F/A. ∆L is the 
fractional deformation of the solid of length L. Considering the cross section of the 

























where ρ is the density of the elastic solid. The strain S, which represents the fractional 
deformation caused by force F, is expressed as S = ∆L/L. Hence, S is dimensionless. 
Assuming that the particle displacement µ changes gradually with position under 











If we assume there is a linear relation between the internal stresses and the 
deformation, the relation between the stress T and the strain S is defined as 




where c represents the elastic stiffness coefficient with the unit of stress T. The 











Equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) are the four basic equations and allow us to 



































the solution of which is a propagation function and the phase velocity is: 




The acoustic impedance of the elastic solid is defined as the ratio of the stress T and 








Table 2.1 summarizes the fundamental equations of motions for one and three-
dimensional cases shown together with Maxwell’s equations. 
 
Table 2.1. Dynamic equations of motion for one- and three-dimensional cases 
compared with Maxwell’s equations (after [75]). 
Acoustic Equations Electromagnetic Equations 
One-dimensional Three-dimensional Maxwell Equations 
Fundamental Physical Laws 
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2.1.2 Piezoelectric Effect 
Many methods can be used to generate the acoustic waves [76]. The most commonly 
used in electrical engineering is based on the piezoelectric effect. Piezoelectricity is a 
phenomenon in many materials, where elastic stresses and strains are coupled to 
electric fields and displacements. Such materials have asymmetrical internal 
structures which are called anisotropic. 
When an electrical signal is applied to a non-piezoelectric solid, the mechanical 
stress and strain characteristics remain the same. Consider a simple parallel plate 
capacitor containing a non-piezoelectric solid, the displacement density D is 
proportionally related to the applied electric field E by: 




where εr is the relative dielectric permittivity, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. 
When the electrical signal is applied to a piezoelectric material, the relation of (2.10) 
needs to be modified because of the piezoelectricity effect: the coupling between 
electrical and mechanical properties. This effect can be represented by a piezoelectric 
constant matrix [e]. Then the electrical displacement density D is modified to: 




where the permittivity εS of the piezoelectric materials is the measured value at zero 
or constant strain S. 
The mechanical stress and strain relationships for piezoelectric materials are 
extended from (2.4) as: 






 is the transpose of the piezoelectric constant c.  
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2.1.3 Acoustoelectric Transducer 
The acoustoelectric transducer connects acoustic waves to electrical signals and vice 
versa. A transducer converts electrical energy to mechanical waves and vice versa. 
For example, at low frequencies, people use microphones or loudspeakers for the 
conversion between audible acoustic waves and electrical signals. At microwave 
frequencies, piezoelectric transducers are employed to generate and detect acoustic 
waves. 
BAW Delay Line 
One of the simplest and earliest applications of SAW/BAW is a delay line. Basic 
configurations and principles of SAW/BAW delay lines are discussed below. Fig. 2.2 








Fig. 2.2. Cross section of a basic BAW delay line configuration (after [77]). 
 
The BAW delay line is constructed by a piezoelectric material layer with acoustic 
transducer deposited on the ends of the piezoelectric layer [77]. The transducer 
consists of basically three layers: a metal film as counter-electrode, a film of the 
piezoelectric material, and another metal film as the top electrode. When an electrical 
signal is applied to either electrode of the transducer at one end, longitudinal acoustic 
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waves are excited and propagate through the delay line. The waves are detected by the 
transducer at the other end. 
SAW Delay Line 
In 1965, White and Voltmer invented interdigital transducers (IDTs) as a source 
or receiver of surface waves [78]. Subsequently, this kind of wave was found to be 
remarkably useful for electronic filters and analog signal-processing applications 
because SAW devices can be mass produced by the photolithography technique 
which is a well-developed semiconductor process. Fig. 2.3 shows a basic SAW delay 
line consisting of two metal film IDTs deposited on the surface of a piezoelectric 
substrate. 
 




SAW absorber SAW absorber
 
Fig. 2.3. A basic SAW delay line on piezoelectric substrate (after [1]). 
 
 One IDT converts signal voltage variations to mechanical acoustic waves while 
the other IDT converts the acoustic waves back to electrical signals. The SAW 
absorbers are used sometimes to absorb spurious SAW transmissions because the 
IDTs scatter waves in both forward and backward directions. Note that the substrate 
under the IDTs area should be elastic and piezoelectric. However, the surface outside 
the IDTs region is only required to be elastic and not necessary to be piezoelectric. 
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2.2 One Port SAW and BAW Resonators 
2.2.1 Modified Butterworth-Van Dyke (MBVD) Model 
In order to achieve excellent device characteristics, regardless if this device is a 
bandpass filter or an oscillator circuit, the key concern is to have a high performance 
resonator. Substantial research has been performed on the equivalent circuit modeling 
of SAW/BAW resonators and on the extraction of the equivalent circuit parameters 
from measured S-parameter data. Such modeling also enables evaluation of a 
resonator’s performance.  
The characteristics of one port SAW resonators can be analyzed using coupling of 
modes (COM) model simulations [79]. The electrical characteristics of the BAW 
resonators related to resonant frequencies and the static capacitances can be described 
by the well-known Mason model [80] and the KLM model [81]. The KLM model is a 
modification of the Mason model and both of them are distributed circuits. For both 
SAW and BAW resonators, the modified Butterworth-Van-Dyke (MBVD) model 
using lumped elements is commonly used [82]. Although SAW and BAW resonators 
have different principles of resonance, they have similar impedance characteristics. In 
this section, we describe the details of the circuit. In the below sections the 
development of the electrical circuit for SAW and BAW resonators is discussed. 
Fig. 2.4 shows the detailed circuit of the MBVD model. The model consists of a 
series of motional arms of Lmi and Cmi (i=1, 3, 5,...), in parallel with a capacitor Cp, 

















Fig. 2.4. Modified Butterworth-Van-Dyke (MBVD) model with harmonic modes for 
one port SAW/BAW resonators. 
Lmi, Cmi represents the motional inductance and capacitance. Usually the 







  (2.13) 
The motional arms consisting of Lmi and Cmi (i=3, 5,...) can be used to model higher 
harmonics or other present modes. Rm is the motional resistance which represents the 
acoustic loss. The anti-resonant frequency fAR is set by the plate capacitance Cp in 












Rp represents piezoelectric material losses [82]. The series resistor in the input Rs 
represents the electrode losses. The effective electromechanical coupling coefficient 
can be defined by (2.15). The ratio of plate capacitance to the motional capacitance is 
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defined as: r = Cp/Cm1. 
2
effk can also be described as in (2.16). Both 
2
effk  and the ratio r 












































2   (2.16) 
The simplified MBVD model, which only considers the fundamental resonance, is 
a second order circuit and is accurate at the vicinity of the resonant frequencies. 
Efforts have been made to extend the MBVD model by making its parameters 
frequency dependent [83]. 
2.2.2 One Port SAW Resonator 
Fig. 2.5 shows the basic configuration for one port SAW resonators. 














Fig. 2.5. Basic configuration of one port SAW resonators (after [32]). 
 
It uses a single IDT for input and output, in conjunction with two SAW reflection 
gratings on both sides. The IDT performs as the resonant cavity and is assumed to be 
symmetrical for simplicity. The reflecting gratings proposed by Ash [84] are the key 
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elements as an efficient reflector of the waves. A grating is typically constructed by 
periodically spaced open- or short-circuited thin metal strips. Each strip reflects waves 
weakly. Therefore, typically a few hundred of strips are needed to attain a total 
reflection or near-total reflection. It is required that the pitch is half wavelength at the 
resonant frequency to reflect the waves. Surface waves emitted from both sides of the 
excited IDT bounce between the two gratings. The resonance occurs when the round 
trip of the waves is an integer number of wavelengths and SAW standing waves form 
within the IDT. 
To analyze the electrical characteristics for the one port resonator, the P-matrix, 
which is a common form of scattering matrix introduced by Tobolka [85] is used. 
Assuming a voltage V is applied, the transducer draws a current I. Ai1, At1, Ai2 and At2 
are the amplitudes of the waves incident on and leaving the transducer at the 
transducer’s port 1 and 2, respectively. The transducer’s P-matrix is defined as: 
    Tiiij
T




Considering the spacing ds between the transducer and gratings, we define: 





















The resonance occurs when the denominator is zero. For simplicity, we assume 
internal reflections are neglected so that P11 = 0. For a non-reflective transducer, P12 
can be simply written as  tjkLP  exp12 , where Lt is the transducer length. So the 
denominator of (2.19) becomes   1exp  jkd , where d = Lt + 2ds is the distance 
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between the gratings. At resonance, the phase of  jkdexp  is required to be a 
multiple of 2π. Thus we obtain: 




where g is the phase of Γ.  /g can be replaced by 2/1 at the grating’s Bragg 
























where    jkdjjkd g   expexp . When the gratings reflect strongly, it is 
assumed that 1 . Then  cj exp , where kdgc  . Resonance occurs 
when θc = 2nπ. It is seen that      2/cot1/1 cj   , which is imaginary with a 
first-order pole at the resonance frequency R . This allows it to be modeled as a 
series resonant branch with a motional inductance Lm and a motional capacitance Cm, 
as shown in the MBVD circuit of Fig. 2.5. The other part of Yin is  33Im Pj . As the 
expression suggests, it can be represented by a capacitor Cp. 
2.2.3 One Port BAW Resonator 
Fig. 2.6 shows the basic configuration of BAW resonators. It consists of a thin 
film piezoelectric layer enclosed between two electrodes. The voltage V is applied to 
the top and bottom electrodes, which draws a current I, and acoustic waves are excited. 
d is the thickness of the piezoelectric layer, which is usually half wavelength at the 
fundamental resonance frequency. Note that the electrical excitation in this case is 
parallel to the resonator plate normal. An alternative way of excitation in which the 
exciting field is perpendicular to the plate normal, is not discussed here, as the 














Fig. 2.6. Basic configuration of one port BAW resonators (after [75]). 
 
Piezoelectricity is discussed in section 2.1.2. From (2.3) and (2.11), the total 













where the first term represents the plate capacitor, and the second term is contributed 
by the piezoelectric effects. 
Electrical Characteristics – Input Impedance 
To obtain the lumped element MBVD model, first we use the Mason model 
equations: 





























































where ZT and ZS are the impedances of the electrodes and piezoelectric substrate 
respectively. v1 and v2 represent the particle velocities at the upper boundary 
(electrode) and lower boundary respectively. The parameter h is denoted by Seh / . 
dAC S0 is the static capacitance. In the resonator, the piezoelectric layer is 
bounded by an acoustic short circuit (vacuum or air) on both sides, which makes ZS 
close to 0. Hence (2.24) becomes: 






















It is seen that (2.23), (2.25) and (2.26) have four unknowns: particle velocities v1 and 
v2 at the boundaries, and applied voltages V and associated current I. From (2.23) and 
(2.26), v1 and v2 can be expressed by I. By substituting the expressions of v1 and v2 






































































 SDeff cek 22   is the electromechanical coupling constant, and SED ecc 2
where c
E
 is the stiffness matrix of the piezoelectric material measured at constant E. 

























The impedance is infinity when kd / 2 = θ / 2 = π / 2. This corresponds to a series of 










Usually the fundamental anti-resonance is considered. Similarly, when the impedance 











As (2.31) does not have a simple closed-form solution, it is reasonable to assume that 
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At the fundamental resonance when N = 1, we obtain from (2.31): 














From (2.30) and (2.34), it is found that the anti-resonance frequency A is slightly 
larger than the resonance frequency R and is closer to R with a smaller 
2
effk . 
The input impedance of (2.29) shows that the resonator can be modeled by a 
constant capacitance in parallel with an acoustic or motional branch which can be 
inductive or capacitive. In addition, the electrical model is required to exhibit the 
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characteristics of resonance and anti-resonance as derived above. This leads to the 
well-known MBVD model shown in Fig. 2.5. 
BAW-SMR and FBAR 
At microwave frequencies, there are at least two essentially different 
configurations of BAW resonators: membrane type resonators (FBAR) [86]-[88] and 
SMR [89], as shown in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8, respectively. FBARs use an air gap to 
substantially isolate the acoustic energy from the silicon carrier wafer. In the SMRs, a 
stack of roughly quarter wavelength sections are located between the bottom electrode 






















2.3 Ladder Type Impedance Element Filters (IEFs) 
The impedance element filter (IEF) type is widely adopted by RF SAW/BAW filters 
because of its low loss and moderate power handling capabilities with small size [90]-
[92]. In an IEF filter, one port resonators are connected in ladder type or balanced 
bridge scheme, or other network configurations. These resonators are not interacting 
acoustically. Hence, only impedance characteristics of resonators are considered. 
SAW resonators, BAW resonators, other quartz crystal resonators, and even 
equivalent L-C resonators can be used in the same way. Resonator type filters can 
also be found in other technologies, such as waveguide resonators, dielectric 
resonators, or L-C resonator type filters. SAW/BAW filters have low insertion loss, 
sharp frequency selectivity combined with very small size. 
In the ladder type SAW/BAW filters, resonators are connected in a ladder 
arrangement, alternating between series and shunt branches. Based on the number of 
series elements and shunt elements, a ladder filter can have different configurations. 
Fig. 2.9 shows a ladder filter with three series resonators and three shunt resonators 







Fig. 2.9. A ladder filter with three series resonators and three shunt resonators (3s3p). 
Other configurations such as 3s4p or 4s3p, exhibit slightly different performance 
in stopband rejection and shape factors. To explain the principle of ladder filters, a 







   
                                  (a)                                  (b)                            (c) 
  
                                   (d)                                                                  (e) 
Fig. 2.10. (a) L-section unit of the ladder filter in Fig. 2.9. (b) Series resonator R1 
branch. (c) Shunt resonator R2 branch. (d) The |S21| of the series and shunt branches. (e) 
The |S21| of the L-section unit. Resonator parameters: fR1 = 1.878 GHz, fAR1 = 1.963 
GHz, fR2 = 1.794 GHz, fAR2 = 1.874 GHz, plate capacitance Cp1 = 0.6 pF, Cp2 = 2.5 pF. 
 
It has a series resonator R1 and a shunt resonator R2 and can be seen as a cascade 
of a series branch and a shunt branch shown in Fig. 2.10(b) and 2.10(c). Fig. 2.10(d) 
shows the |S21| of the two resonator branches. When the anti-resonant frequency of the 
shunt resonator fAR2 nearly overlaps with the resonant frequency of the series resonator 
fR1, a band pass response is formed as shown in Fig. 2.10(e). The series resonator R1 
also generates a null at its anti-resonant frequency fAR1 which forms a transmission 
zero on the upper transition band. The shunt resonator R2 generates a null at its 
resonant frequency fR2 forming a transmission zero on the lower transition band. In the 
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stopband which is lower than fR2 or higher than fAR1, both resonators R1 and R2 behave 
as capacitors and this makes the L section a capacitor network. Thus rejection is 
formed when the static capacitance of the series resonator R1 is smaller than the 
capacitance of the parallel resonator R2. The rejection depends on the ratio of the 
capacitances of the series and parallel resonators. Increasing the number of resonators 
will also lead to higher rejection which is traded off with the insertion loss [91]. The 
network gives a filter bandwidth of typically around (fAR1-fR2) / 2 [32]. Although this is 
not an accurate conclusion, it provides an approximate achievable bandwidth for a 
ladder filter which is typically a few percent. To obtain larger bandwidths, the 




The surface wave that SAW IEF filters usually use is the leaky surface acoustic 
wave (LSAW), also named pseudo-SAW [1], [32]. The leaky wave is chosen because 
it offers a high piezoelectric coupling and moderate temperature stability. In addition, 
the wave velocity of the leaky wave is higher than the velocity of the slowest bulk 
wave. This makes it attractive for high frequency filters and wide application in RF 
front-end filters of mobile phones. 
2.4 Conclusions 
The fundamental equations to analyze the acoustic waves and piezoelectric effects are 
presented. The transducers convert electrical energy to mechanical waves and vice 
versa. To illustrate the principles of the acoustoelectric transducers, the basic SAW 
and BAW delay lines are discussed. 
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As the key element of ladder type SAW/BAW filters, one port SAW and BAW 
resonators are discussed respectively. First, the MBVD model is introduced as the 
equivalent electrical circuit to model SAW/BAW resonators. Second, the one port 
SAW and BAW resonators with basic configurations are analyzed respectively. The 
electrical characteristics, particularly input impedances, are derived as a proof-of-
concept for the MBVD model. Finally, the principles of the ladder type SAW/BAW 




CHAPTER 3                                                                           
Reconfigurable SAW Filters 
3.1 Introduction 
Recently, more frequency bands have been allocated for data services such as LTE for 
mobile communications [93], [94]. Since many of the bands are adjacent to each other, 
electronically reconfigurable SAW filters are well suited to realize multiband filters in 
a single design to improve the capability of current and future wireless systems. 
Traditionally, multiband filtering is implemented using discrete SAW filters 
integrated with switches into a filter bank module. However, such filters can be bulky 
and costly and are limited to instrumental and military applications [39], [41]-[46]. 
Other research work has been reported on reconfigurable SAW/BAW filters by 
combining the resonators with lumped elements [62]-[70]. However, most of them are 
demonstrated with independently fabricated filters without control circuits such as 
switches. Moreover, the reconfigurable filters exhibit low out-of-band rejection and 
the rejection degrades for filters with narrower bandwidths. Additionally, the reported 
reconfigurable filters have deteriorated roll-offs, particularly for passbands with larger 
bandwidths. 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate novel reconfigurable filters with good 
frequency selectivity and high out-of-band rejection. To avoid the effects from the 
low-Q lumped elements, only SAW resonators are used for both acoustic resonators 
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and non-acoustic capacitors. For experimental verification, SAW resonators are 
fabricated as modular blocks. The whole filter incorporates RF GaAs switches to 
interconnect and reuse the SAW modular blocks and is mounted into a surface mount 
package. SAW filters with reconfigurable passband, reconfigurable lower or higher 
passband edges are developed and experimentally verified. The different 
reconfigurable filters can be applied to different applications. For example, in the LTE 
technology for mobile communications, to switch between LTE band 3, band 4 and 
band 10 or LTE band 6 and 19, a SAW filter with a reconfigurable higher passband 
edges is necessary [93]. 
3.2 Filters with Reconfigurable Passband 
3.2.1 Circuit Design 
The unit cell of the filter with reconfigurable passband is shown in Fig. 3.1. Two 
























Fig. 3.2. Complete circuit of the SAW filter with reconfigurable passband. 
 
A DC bias path to the center switch is provided by a large resistor Rdc. When all 
the switches are on, the filter is in state 1 and thus formed by resonators S1, S3, P1, P3, 
P4. In state 2, all the switches are off, and all resonators are in use. Fig. 3.3(a) and Fig. 















                        (a)                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 3.3. Equivalent circuits for the SAW filter with reconfigurable passband: (a) state 
1 and (b) state 2. 
 
The resonant frequency of S1 and S3 nearly overlaps with the anti-resonant 
frequency of P1 to realize state 1’s passband. Fig. 3.3(b) shows the equivalent circuit 
of the filter in state 2. In this state, the resonators S1, S3, and P1 behave as capacitors 
Cs1, Cs3 and Cp1 in the passband frequency range. The anti-resonant frequencies of 
both the series resonators S2, S4 and the parallel resonators P2 are unchanged, while 















1  (3.1) 
where Cp, C and r are plate capacitance, the capacitance connecting with the 
resonators in series, and the capacitance ratio of plate capacitance to motional 
capacitance of the original resonators respectively. The capacitance ratio r is 
determined by the piezoelectric coupling. The connection with series capacitance 
causes narrowing of the bandwidth in state 2 compared to state 1. Unfortunately, 
resonators S1, S3 and P1 generate spurious responses in state 1. Thus, the resonators P3 
and P4 are designed to suppress these spurious responses and both resonators are 
connected in parallel to each shunt branch of P1 and P2. It is found that there is a 
trade-off between the suppression and the passband performance of state 1.  
As suggested for ladder type filters, filter state 1 is defined by the resonators S1, S3 
and P1, and state 2 is defined by the resonators S2, S4, P2 decoupled by Cs1, Cs3 and 
Cp1 respectively. The reconfigurability of the center frequency is limited by two 
considerations. The first consideration is the spurious response in the stopband of 
filter state 2. The other consideration is that state 1 loses its lower transition band’s 
steepness while maintaining state 2’s return loss. 
3.2.2 Experimental Verification 
To verify the design concept, two reconfigurable filters are designed around 700 MHz 
with a reconfigurable center frequency of 2.5% and 4.1% respectively. The spurious 
responses in the stopband are kept better than 20 dB for both filters. Table 3.1 lists the 




Table 3.1. Design parameters for the filters with reconfigurable fc of 2.5% and 
4.1%. 
Filter with a reconfigurable fc of 2.5% 
Parameters S1 S3 S2 S4 P1 P2 P3 P4 
fR (MHz) 698.5 698.5 670.5 670.5 684.6 661.4 716 721 
Aperture width 25 29 22 30 20.2 14 15 15 
Duty Factor 0.5 0.54 0.52 0.47 0.57 0.43 0.5 0.5 
IDT length 60 60 30 30 60 60 30 30 
Filter with a a reconfigurable fc of 4.1% 
Parameters S1 S3 S2 S4 P1 P2 P3 P4 
fR (MHz) 712 712 670 670 693 660.8 735 728.5 
Aperture width 32.4 21.5 21 32 26.8 16 16.8 16.5 
Duty Factor 0.45 0.54 0.5 0.5 0.54 0.4 0.5 0.5 
IDT length 60 60 60 60 60 60 30 30 
 
Ansys HFSS is used to model the circuit parasitic effects due to interconnects, 
wire bonds and the package. The SAW resonators are simulated using TriQuint’s 
acoustic model. EM simulation results from Ansys HFSS are combined with the SAW 
resonators’ model in the AWR’s circuit simulator. The SAW resonators are produced 
by lithography and lift-off technique. The fabrication precision is 0.1 μm for the 
finger width and the precision is 0.01 μm for the space between fingers. The patterned 
metal layer deposited is Al. The SAW devices have additional mask layers of Ti and 
Au for Under-Bump-Metal which can be used for wire bonds. Switch dies are GaAs 
single pole single throw (SPST). The switches are engineering samples provided by 
TriQuint Semiconductor. They exhibit around 1 dB insertion loss and 7.5 dB isolation 
at 1 GHz. All individual SAW dies and switch dies were wire bonded in a 7x5mm 
surface mount package. This package was chosen for its cavity size and availability as 
a standard commercial package. The package was then mounted on a test PCB board. 
The measurements were performed using a vector network analyzer with an 
automated de-embedding process to de-embed the microstrip lines of the test PCB. 
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Fig. 3.4 shows the photograph of the SAW filter with a reconfigurable center 
frequency of 2.5%.  
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Photograph for the SAW filter with a reconfigurable fc of 2.5%. 
 
Fig. 3.5 shows the measurements for the filters with reconfigurable center 
frequency of 2.5% and 4.1%, respectively, compared with simulation results. For the 
filter with a reconfigurable center frequency of 2.5%, the overall agreement between 
the measured and simulated results is good; in particular in the transition bands and 
stopband. However the measured insertion loss in the passband is worse than 
simulated by around 0.4 to 0.6 dB. This may be due to inaccurate modeling of 
parasitic capacitances, resistive losses, and additional acoustic losses of the SAW 
resonators. The measured filter has a return loss of 7.6 dB in state 2, while the return 
loss in state 1 remains better than 10 dB. For the SAW filter with reconfigurable 
center frequency of 4.1%, the measured results generally agree with the EM 
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                                   (c)                                                                (d) 
Fig. 3.5. Measurements compared with simulation results: (a) |S21| and (b) |S11| for the 
filter with a reconfigurable fc of 2.5%, (c) |S21| and (d) |S11| for the filter with a 
reconfigurable fc of 4.1%. 
 
In summary, two filters are realized with reconfigurable center frequencies by 
combining SAW resonators and GaAs switches. The measured performances are 
summarized in Table 3.2. It demonstrates that the proposed design can realize a 
sufficient reconfigurability of center frequency of up to 4.1% with an out-of-band 




Table 3.2. Performance summary for the filters with a reconfigurable fc of 2.5% 
and 4.1% 
Filters Param. 





















Simulated 676.1 2.0 2.9 659.4 2.0 2.2 2.5 
Measured 676.8 2.5 2.9 658.6 2.5 2.2 2.8 
(2) 
Simulated 688.2 2.5 3.2 661.4 2.5 1.7 4.1 
Measured 686.0 2.0 3.1 658.9 2.5 2.0 4.1 
3.3 Reconfigurable Filter with Constant Bandwidth 
In the reconfigurable filters presented in section 3.2, the second state has a smaller 
bandwidth due to the plate capacitances of the resonators in the first state. 
Compensation for this narrower bandwidth will make the circuit more complicated. 
To address this problem, a new circuit for reconfigurable passband while maintaining 
constant bandwidth for each band is presented in the following. 
3.3.1 The Basic Filter 
Circuit Design 










In the high band state 1, all the switches are on. The ladder type filter thus is formed 
by resonators R1, R2 and R3 in a π-topology. R2 and R3 perform as series branches and 
R4 as a shunt branch. In the low band state 2, all the switches are off and the ladder 
filter is formed by resonators R2, R3 and R4 in a T-topology, whereas R2 and R3 work 
as shunt branches and R1 as a series branch. It can be seen that R2 and R3 are reused. 
Fig. 3.7 shows the complete circuit, where two unit cells are mirror-cascaded to 






















                                (a)                                                                (b) 
Fig. 3.8. Equivalent circuits of (a) state 1 and (b) state 2. 
Experimental Verification 
To verify the design concept, a reconfigurable filter centered around 700 MHz is 




Table 3.3. Design parameters for the reconfigurable filter of constant bandwidth. 
Parameters R1 R2/R3 R4 
Resonant frequency (MHz) 748.5 718 691 
Aperture width 8.7 12.1 21.3 
Duty factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 
IDT length 140 140 140 
 
The SAW resonators use TriQuint’s acoustic model. The connection lines between the 
SAW resonators, the bond wire inductances, and the parasitic of the package are 
modeled in Ansys HFSS. The SAW resonators in each unit are designed on a single 
SAW die, as shown in the dotted blocks of Fig 3.7. The SAW dies and the switches 
are assembled using 1 mil bond wires in a 7x5 mm
2
 surface mount package. The 
photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 3.9.  
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                                 (a)                                                              (b) 
Fig. 3.10. Measurements of the reconfigurable filter of constant bandwidth compared 
with simulation results: (a) |S21| and (b) |S11|. 
 
Fig. 3.10 shows the measured results compared with EM simulated results for the 
reconfigurable states. The measurements and simulations agree very well in the 
passbands and stopbands. Filter state 1 is realized with a center frequency of 718 
MHz and a 3-dB FBW of 2.62%, while state 2 has a center frequency of 696 MHz 
and a 3-dB FBW of 3.36%. The reconfigurability of center frequency is 3.2%. The 
minimum insertion loss is 1.7 dB and 1.2 dB for the filter state 1 and state 2 
respectively. The reason for the insertion loss difference is that the ON-state switch in 
filter state 1 is located in the series branch and the ON-state switch in filter state 2 is 
in the shunt branch. The switch in the series branch causes more loss to the whole 
filter. 
Spurious Responses Analysis 
Unfortunately, spurious responses are found at both the lower stopband of filter 
band 1 and higher stopband of filter band 2, which is predicted accurately by 
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simulations. This is due to the parasitics introduced by the GaAs switches as well as 













Fig. 3.11. The parasitic inductance in the unit cell of the reconfigurable filter of 
constant bandwidth. 
 
The switches have non-ideal performances due to on state resistance and off state 
resistance, while the connected bond wires have parasitic inductance. The switch SW1 
has non-ideal isolation in the off state and, as a result, the R1 resonator’s resonance 
appears as a spurious response in low band state 2. Thus in Fig. 3.10(a), a spurious 
response is observed at 739 MHz which is near the resonant frequency of R1. In filter 
state 1, a spurious response is observed in the lower stopband at 666 MHz and another 
at 688 MHz. This is caused by the parasitics associated with switch SW2. The switch 
SW2 branch has switch inductance Lswitch in the on state and bond wire inductances 
Lwire. And the whole parallel branch has inductance Lgnd when wire bonded to ground. 
At the out-of-band frequencies resonator R4 behaves as a capacitor and forms a 
resonator tank with the inductance branch of Lwire and Lswitch. This tank is responsible 
for the spurious response at 666 MHz. Parallel branches R2 and R3 have a common 
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ground path of the ground inductance Lgnd and the resonator tank of R4 with the switch 
path. This is responsible for the spurious response at 688 MHz. 
The spurious response in low band state 2 suggests that switches with higher 
isolation should be used. The spurious responses in the high band state 1 could be 
removed by using a different assembly, such as flip-chip, to minimize the parasitic 
inductances. However, this may not be a cost-effective solution. Modified filters are 
presented in the following sections to reduce these spurious responses. 
3.3.2 Modified filter I 
The modified filter I targets to remove the spurious responses observed in state 1. The 








Fig. 3.12. Unit cell of the modified filter I. 
 
Fig. 3.13 shows the complete circuit for implementation, where two unit cells are 
mirror-cascaded. In filter state 1, switches SW1, SW2 and SW3 are on while SW4 is off. 
In state 2, SW1, SW2 and SW3 are off while SW4 is on. It can be seen that in the high 
band state 1, parallel branches R2 and R3 have separate ground paths which are 
isolated by switch SW4. This is the main difference with the filter of Fig. 3.7. Fig. 
3.14 shows the equivalent circuits for the two filter states, which are the same with the 




























                                (a)                                                                (b) 
Fig. 3.14. Equivalent circuits of modified filter I for (a) state 1 and (b) state 2. 
 
To verify the modified topology, a reconfigurable filter at the same frequency 
with the basic filter is designed. The design parameters for the resonators are shown 
in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4. Design parameters for modified filter I. 
Parameters R1 R2 R3 R4 
Resonant frequency (MHz) 747.5 715.5 715.5 687 
Aperture width 17.2 24.5 18.1 31.6 
Duty factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
IDT length 76 70 82 98 
 
The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 3.15. The simulated and 




Fig. 3.15. Photograph of modified filter I. 
 
 
                                  (a)                                                             (b) 
Fig. 3.16. Measurements for the modified filter I compared with EM simulations: (a) 
state 1 (b) state 2. 
 
The measurements agree well with simulations in the passbands, and a slight 
discrepancy is observed at the stopbands. In filter state 1, both spurious responses are 
suppressed to more than 30 dB which is better than the rejection at 500 and 900 MHz. 
As expected, the spurious response in filter state 2 still exists as it is caused by the 
insufficient isolation of the switch SW1. The minimum insertion loss is 1.3 dB and 1.4 






























































dB for state 1 and state 2, respectively. Unlike the basic filter, the loss for the two 
states is similar, as the ON-state switches exist in the series branches for both states. 
3.3.3 Modified filter II 
Modified filter I successfully suppresses the spurious responses in the high band state 
1. However, it also introduces more GaAs switches which require additional area in 
the package and also increases the assembly work. Thus modified filter II is proposed 
to make a trade-off between the filter area and the performance of the reconfigurable 
filter. Considering the unit circuit of modified filter I in Fig. 3.12, the switch SW4 
works to isolate the shunt branches in state 1. Hence SW4 may be replaced by other 







Fig. 3.17. Unit cell for the modified filter II. 
 
Compared to the unit cell of the modified filter I in Fig. 3.12, an inductor L1 is 
used to replace the center switch SW4. L1 has the same function as a switch while in 
the low band state it isolates the R2 and R3 parallel branches like a switch “OFF”, and 
in the high band state it behaves like a switch “ON” without significantly affecting the 
high band state. The design parameters are the same with modified filter I. Based on 
modified filter I, one SPST switch is replaced by a gold line to generate a bond wire 
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inductance for L1. Fig. 3.18 shows the complete circuit for fabrication. Fig. 3.19 


























                                (a)                                                                (b) 
Fig. 3.19. Equivalent circuits of modified filter II for (a) state 1 and (b) state 2. 
 
Fig. 3.20 shows the photograph of the fabricated filter. Simulated and measured S-
parameters for both states are shown in Fig. 3.21. The measurements agree well with 
simulations, particularly in the transition bands and the stop bands. In filter state 1, the 
spurious responses are suppressed to better than 23 dB and in filter state 2, the 
spurious spike remains 15 dB. The measured insertion loss is 1.9 dB and 1.5 dB for 
state 1 and state 2, respectively. Compared to the insertion loss of the modified filter I, 
state 2 has less loss because the bond wire is used instead of a switch. Further 
experiments show that there is a trade-off between the suppression of the spurious 
responses in filter state 1 and the inductance L1. Spurious responses are reduced when 
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the inductance is increased. Given the requirement of the acceptable spurious 
response, the inductance L1 can be determined. In the demonstrator, L1 is 
implemented by a bond wire with a value of around 2.4 nH at 700 MHz as found from 
simulations in Ansys HFSS. 
 
Fig. 3.20. Photograph of the modified filter II. 
 
  
Fig. 3.21. Measurements for the modified filter II, compared with EM simulations: the 
|S21| and |S11| for (a) filter state 1 (b) filter state 2. 
 
3.3.4 Modified filter III 
The basic reconfigurable filter and the modified filters I and II are only using SPST 
switches. Considering the properties of high isolation absorptive SPDT switches, 



























































modified filter III is proposed. The unit circuit is shown in Fig. 3.22. In the high band 
state 1, switch SW1 is on and the SPDT is switched to output A. In the low band state 
2, SW1 is off and SPDT is switched to output B. It can be seen that the equivalent 
circuits of the two filter states are exactly the same with those of the basic filter and 
modified filters. Fig. 3.23 shows the complete circuit. Fig. 3.24 shows the equivalent 


































                                (a)                                                                (b) 




To demonstrate the design concept, a reconfigurable filter is designed at the same 
frequency bands as the basic filter. The parameters for the SAW resonators are shown 
in Table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.5. Design parameters for modified filter III. 
Parameters R1 R2 R3 R4 
Resonant frequency (MHz) 744 711 711 689.5 
Aperture width 20.3 16.2 16.3 21.4 
Duty factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
IDT length 90 91 75 90 
 
The resonators are all designed and fabricated in one single die to simplify the 
assembly work. TriQuint’s acoustic model is used for the SAW resonators. A three-
dimensional model for the connections, bond wires, switches and the package is built 
and simulated in Ansys HFSS. The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 
3.25. 
 
Fig. 3.25. Photograph of the modified filter III. 
 











Fig. 3.26 shows the simulated and measured S-parameters for both states. In filter 
state 1, the spurious responses are suppressed to more than 25 dB which is better than 
the rejection at 500 MHz and 900 MHz. Compared with the basic filter, this filter 
removes spurious responses in high band state 1 with the same number of switches. 
Both filter state 1 and state 2 have an insertion loss of 1.6 dB, as ON-state switches 
exist in the series branches for both states. 
 
 
                                    (a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 3.26. Measurements for the modified filter III, compared with EM simulations: 
the |S21| and |S11| for (a) filter state 1, (b) filter state 2. 
 
3.3.5 Modified filter III with Suppression of Spurious Spikes 
The measured responses of filter band 2 exhibit a spurious spike for the basic filter as 
shown in Fig. 3.10(a), also for the modified filters I, II and III as shown in Fig. 
3.16(b), Fig. 3.21(b), and 3.26(b) respectively. This is caused by the insufficient 
isolation of the upper series switch SW1. Thus it is recommended to use a SPST 
switch with higher isolation. 
To evaluate this solution, filter state 2 of modified filter III with various switch 
SW1 isolations is simulated in AWR. Fig. 3.27 shows the comparison of its |S21|. The 






























































isolation of the switch is defined at 700 MHz. When a single switch with an isolation 
of 18.3 dB is used, the spurious response is 13.3 dB. When two switches are 
connected in series, the SPST switch isolation is 26.0 dB and the spurious response is 
improved to 21.4 dB. Similarly, when three switches are connected in series to realize 
32.1 dB isolation, the spurious response is kept below 24.7 dB. Thus it is suggested 
that switches with higher isolation should be used in the future. Other GaAs FET 
switches could provide better isolation [95]. Also RF MEMS switches represent good 
candidates [96]-[98]. 
 
Fig. 3.27. Simulated insertion loss of filter state 2 with various switch isolation. 
 
To suppress the spurious spikes, a filter topology is proposed by adding a shunt 
resonator as shown in Fig. 3.28. For experimental verification, this reconfigurable 
filter is designed and fabricated. The design parameters for the resonators are shown 


















Fig. 3.28. The detailed circuit for the filter with spurious spike suppression based 
on modified filter III. 
 
Table 3.6. Design parameters for the filter with spurious spike suppression based 
on modified filter III. 
Parameters R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 
Resonant frequency (MHz) 744 711 711 689.5 766.7 
Aperture width 20.3 16.2 16.3 20.8 5.3 
Duty factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
IDT length 90 91 75 90 35.4 
  
All the SAW resonators are fabricated in one single die. The photograph of the top 
view for the filter is shown in Fig. 3.29. 
 
Fig. 3.29. Photograph of the filter with spurious spike suppression based on 




Resonator R5 shares the same ground patch with resonator R4. Thus the assembly 
scheme is the same as for modified filter III. The aperture width and IDT length of R5 
are optimized so that the resonators occupy the same area. Fig. 3.30 shows the 





Fig. 3.30. Measured performance compared to EM simulated results of the filter with 
spurious spike suppression based on modified filter III, (a) state 1 (b) state 2. 
 

















































































It is seen that the agreement between the measurements and simulations is 
generally good. In filter state 2, it can be seen that the EM simulated rejection at the 
spurious spike is 21.2 dB while the measured rejection is 18.1 dB. This may be caused 
by the process-related drift in the resonant frequencies. 
3.3.6 Summary and Discussion 
The comparison between the presented reconfigurable filters is shown in Table 3.7. It 
can be seen that modified filter I has the best rejection for state 1 spurious responses, 
but uses more switches than the other filters. Modified filters II reduces the number of 
switches used and obtains a decent rejection of 23 dB. In the modified filter III and 
III`, the number of switches is the same as in the basic filter with good rejection for 
spurious responses of state 1. Moreover, modified filter III` offers better rejection than 
filter III for state 2’s spurious responses by adding a resonator. Note that modified 
filter III` can perform better in this rejection if the added resonator is slightly adjusted. 
Table 3.7. Summary of the reconfigurable filters: the basic filter, modified 
filter I, II, III.  
Parameters Prototye filter 
Modified filters 
Filter I Filter II Filter III Filter III`* 
No. of SPST 4 8 6 2 2 
No. of SPDT 0 0 0 2 2 
No. of resonators 8 8 8 8 8 
No. of reused resonators 4 4 4 4 4 
Min. IL of state 1 (dB) 1.7 1.3 1.9 1.6 1.8 
Min. IL of state 2 (dB) 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 
Spurious responses 
of state 1 (dB) 
12 31 23 27 27.4 
Spurious response 
of state 2 (dB) 
19.6 15 15 15 18.1 
 
*: The filter with spurious spike suppression based on modified filter III. 
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3.4 Filters with Reconfigurable Lower Transition Band 
3.4.1 Circuit Design 
In the ladder type filters, to relocate the lower transition band, essentially the shunt 
branches need to be adjustable. However, the reported reconfigurable SAW/BAW 
filters with tunable lower transition band suffer from the same problem: the near band 
rejection becomes worse as the band edge relocates towards the center frequency [65], 
[66]. This significantly limits their practical applications. 
To address this issue, a reconfigurable ladder type circuit is proposed. The unit 
cell topology for the filter with reconfigurable lower transition band is shown in Fig. 
3.31. By turning on and off the switch, the shunt branch has two states. By properly 
designing the resonant frequencies of P1, P2, P3, and the capacitor C1, a 
reconfigurable lower transition band filter can be formed with the same series 
resonators. Furthermore, at the out-of-band frequencies, rejections can also be kept 








Fig. 3.31. Unit cell for the filter with reconfigurable lower transition band. 
 
The complete circuit of the filter for fabrication is shown in Fig. 3.32. Two unit 
cells are mirror-cascaded in series. The large resistors Rdc are added to provide DC 

















Fig. 3.32. Complete circuit for the filter with reconfigurable lower transition band. 
 
In state 1 all the switches are on, while in state 2 all the switches are off. The 
capacitor C1 is formed by non-resonant resonators and couples with P1, P2, and P3 in 
different ways forming two unique shunt branches responsible for the reconfigurable 
transition band. This specific topology targets LTE band 12 and band 17 
corresponding to state 1 and state 2 respectively. In the design for state 1, there is a 
trade-off between the steepness of the low frequency transition band and the near-
band spurious response rejection. Here the near-band spurious response rejection is 
designed to be better than 20 dB. 
3.4.2 Experimental Verification 
 




Input pad Output pad 










The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 3.33. The parameters of the 
resonators are listed in Table 3.8. Note that in the table, resonator C1 and C1` are 
formed by non-resonant resonators. So the resonant frequencies do not have much 
effect on the filter’s performance and are not shown in the table. The resonator 
representing C1 is designed as a few parallel connected resonators to adjust for 
fabrication area requirements, as the resonators working as capacitors can be flexible 
in the layout design. 




S1 P1 P2 P3 C1 P4 
Resonant frequency (MHz) 729 705.3 709 701 - 701 
Aperture width 30.75 63.2 21.5 19.7 78.7 17.7 
Duty Factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
IDT length 30 60 60 60 60 60 
 
Fig. 3.34 shows the measured reconfigurable filter compared with EM simulated 
results for state 1 and state 2, respectively. The measured results generally agree with 
the simulations for both states. However, a slight shift in the passband is observed, 
due to the fabrication process-related issues. In summary, a reconfigurable SAW filter 
with reconfigurable lower band edge is realized and the two states have a 3-dB FBW 
of 3% and 1.7% respectively. Table 3.9 shows the comparison between the simulated 








                                      (a)                                                                   (b) 
 
                                     (c)                                                                   (d) 
 
                                     (e)                                                                   (f) 
Fig. 3.34. Measured results of the SAW filter with reconfigurable lower transition 
band compared with simulations: (a) |S21| of state 1 (b) |S11| of state 1 (c) |S21| of state 
2 (d) |S11| of state 2 (e) measured |S21| for both states (f) measured |S11|for both states. 
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Table 3.9. Measurements for the filter with reconfigurable lower transition band. 
Parameter 
Simulated Measured Simulated Measured 
State 1 State 1 State 2 State 2 
Center frequency (MHz) 707.5 704.5 710.3 708 
BW (%) 2.8 3.0 1.5 1.7 
Min. IL (dB) 1.6 1.6 2 1.8 
 
3.5 Filters with Reconfigurable Higher Transition Band 
3.5.1 Circuit Design 
In a ladder type acoustic filter, connecting lumped components in series with a 
resonator branch shifts the resonant frequency of the resonator while keeping its anti-
resonant frequency the same. And connecting lumped components in parallel with a 
resonator branch will change the anti-resonator frequency of the resonator and its 
resonant frequency remains the same. This principle is used to realize the filter with a 
reconfigurable transition band. 
Fig. 3.35 shows the unit circuit of the filter with reconfigurable higher transition 





Fig. 3.35. Unit circuit of the filter with reconfigurable higher transition band. 
 
When both SPDTs are switched to the R1 resonator branches, the circuit forms a 
filter at state 1 composed of resonators R1 and R3. When the SPDT switches are 
switched to the R2 resonator branches, the filter at state 2 is formed by R2, R3, and C1. 
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In this case, the resonator R3 is connected in parallel with the capacitor C1. This 
results in a decreased anti-resonant frequency of the parallel branches which 
determines the center frequency of the filter. Also the series resonators are changed to 
R2. Compared to R1, the resonant frequency of R2 is shifted to a lower frequency due 
to decreased anti-resonant frequency of the parallel branches. Thus by controlling the 
switches, a filter is realized with a reconfigurable higher transition band while for 
both states resonator R3 is reused. It is worth mentioning that in filter state 2, the 
resonator R2 can also be connected in parallel with an additional capacitor to increase 
the shifting of the upper transition band if required or provide a good matching in the 
passband. 
The complete circuit of the filter for fabrication is shown in Fig. 3.36. It consists of 
two cascaded sections shown in Fig. 3.35 with the center SPDT switches combined. 
The parallel SAW resonators are merged and capacitors on the two sides are 





















                                     (a)                                                    (b) 
Fig. 3.37. Equivalent circuits of the filter in (a) state 1 (b) state 2. 
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3.5.2 Experimental Verification 
The SAW resonators are designed in one single die as shown in the dotted block of 
Fig. 3.36 and connected with the switch dies by bond wires. Through bias control of 
the switches, this filter can achieve two states with a reconfigurable higher band edge. 
The single SAW die is fabricated on a Lithium Tantalate substrate while the switch 
dies are high isolation absorptive GaAs SPDTs. The dies are assembled using 1 mil 
wire bond technique. Fig. 3.38 shows the photograph of the reconfigurable filter. The 
demonstrator is realized in a surface mount package of 7x9x1.4 mm
3
.The design 
parameters for the filter are shown in Table 3.10. Fig. 3.39 shows the simulated 
results compared to the measured results. 
 
Fig. 3.38. Photograph for the filter with reconfigurable higher transition band. 
 
Table 3.10. Design parameters for the filter with reconfigurable higher transition 
band. 
Parameters R1 R2 R3 R4 C1 
Resonant frequency (MHz) 712 703.6 688.6 688.6 - 
Aperture width 18.3 26.1 17.2 21.3 45 
Duty factor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

















  (a)                                                             (b) 
 
                                 (c)                                                                (d) 
 
                                 (e)                                                                   (f) 
Fig. 3.39. Simulation and measurement results of the filter with reconfigurable higher 
transition band compared with simulation results: (a) |S21| of state 1 (b) |S11| of state 1 
(c) |S21| of state 2 (d) |S11| of state 2 (e) measured |S21| for both states (f) measured 
|S11|for both states. 
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The measurements agree well with EM simulations, particularly in the stopbands, 
and there is no deterioration in the passband insertion loss. However, a slight shift of 
the passbands is observed in both states. This may be caused by the inaccurate 
modeling of the acoustic wave velocity in the substrate. In state 1, the filter has a 
center frequency of 691.1 MHz and a bandwidth of 3.4%; while in state 2, the filter 
has a center frequency of 687.8 MHz and a bandwidth of 2.4%. 
The basic principle to realize the reconfigurable higher band edge in this work is to 
decrease the effective coupling coefficient of the substrate using non-resonant 
resonator capacitors. Using lumped components to obtain a reconfigurable filter can 
also be seen in other works. The addition of capacitors and MOS transistors has been 
proposed to reconfigure the lower transition band of a BAW-SMR filter [65], [66]. 
The reported results reveal that when the reconfigurability of the lower transition band 
increases, the rejection in the lower stop band becomes worse. This is because in their 
ladder filter topologies, the reconfiguration is realized by adding the lumped 
components and switches to the parallel branches only. The series branches are not 
changed when the switches are turned on and off for the two modes. Thus the 
performance of the reconfigurable filter deteriorates with worse out-of-band rejection 
and return loss. 
Here the SPDT switches are introduced in the filter topologies such that the series 
resonators for both states are independent and can be optimized for the out-of-band 
rejection and return loss. Therefore, the out-of-band rejection is approximately the 





Table 3.11 summarizes the results of the SAW filter with reconfigurable higher 
transition band. 
 
Table 3.11. Results of the filter with reconfigurable higher transition band. 
Parameter 
Simulated Measured Simulated Measured 
State 1 State 1 State 2 State 2 
Center frequency (MHz) 692.8 690.3 688.4 686.2 
BW (%) 4.5 4.5 3.1 3.3 
Min. IL (dB) 1.7 1.5 1.9 1.6 
 
3.6 Conclusions 
























Measured NO 2.44 fc shift: 0.6% 4.5 7 13 














2.14 BW: 9 MHz 1.95 - 14 
[62] BAW Simulated RF-MEMS 2.73 FBW: 7.5% 1.0 9 9 
     FBW: 53.7%
#1
 1.0 8.1 - 
[67] SAW Measured NO 0.92 fc shift: 2.3% 1.4 - <14 
[68] SAW Measured MEMS VC 1.08 BW: 16 MHz 12 - <23 
[69] SAW Measured NO 1.193 BW: 83 MHz 1.56 - 5 
[70] SAW Measured NO 0.838 fc shift: 7.8% 4.08 - 8.2 
Sec. 
3.2 
SAW Measured GaAs 0.677 fc shift: 2.5% 2.5 7.7 22.3 
   0.686 fc shift: 4.1% 2.0 8 19.7 
Sec. 
3.3.4 





SAW Measured GaAs 0.705 BW: 7 MHz 1.6 11 22 
Sec. 
3.5 
SAW Measured GaAs 0.686 BW: 10 MHz 1.5 7.8 20 
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In this chapter, novel circuit topologies for ladder type SAW filters with 
reconfigurable passband, reconfigurable passband with constant bandwidth, 
reconfigurable lower and higher transition bands, are introduced. The presented filters 
are compared with reported reconfigurable SAW or BAW filters as shown in Table 
3.12. Our filters use GaAs switches and achieve high out-of-band rejections and low 
insertion loss. All the reconfigurable circuits are verified by fabricated SAW filters 
assembled in surface mount packages, combining SAW resonator dies and GaAs 
switch dies using 1 mil bond wires. Measurements demonstrate that the proposed 
topologies feature reconfigurability with wide stopband rejection better than 20 dB. 
The out-of-band rejections in the different filter states are kept constant. Moreover, 
SAW resonators are reused in reconfigurable filter states. 
In the SAW filters with reconfigurable passband having constant bandwidth, 
spurious responses in the out-of-band rejections are analyzed and the root causes are 
identified. Four modified topologies are proposed and experimentally verified which 




CHAPTER 4                                                                                               
Wideband Filters with Roll-offs Controlled by SAW 
Resonators 
4.1 Introduction 
Wideband low loss filters are required for modern wireless communication systems 
[38], [39]. RF SAW/BAW filters have been used in the mobile phone market for their 
excellent characteristics like high selectivity, low insertion loss and small size. 
However, the bandwidth that SAW/BAW filters typically achieve is limited to a few 
percent, which is inherently constrained by the electromechanical coupling factor 
2
effk  
of the piezoelectric substrate and its orientations [32]. 
Research has been reported to obtain a piezoelectric material with high 
2
effk  and 
without compromising too much the other performance parameters, such as 
temperature stability, spurious free operation [33]-[35]. However, it is still not cost-
effective to realize acoustic resonators with high performance and high 
2
effk . Other 
methods also have been investigated such as directly combining SAW filters at 
different bands [36], [37] or combining SAW resonators with transmission lines [38]. 
In traditional wideband microwave filters, the sharp cut-off response is often 
realized by adding transmission zeros beside the passband edges or by using higher 
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order filters [99]-[102]. However, the number of components and size of the filters 
increase and the filters may suffer from high insertion loss. 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate a novel wideband BPF with high filter 
selectivity by combining SAW resonators and traditional microwave elements. Unlike 
traditional ladder type SAW filters, SAW resonators here are used to define the lower 
and upper roll-offs only instead of forming the passband. 
4.2 Wideband Filter Design using SAW Resonators 
The core of the proposed BPF has two sections as shown in Fig. 4.1. Each section 
consists of a SAW resonator and one or two transmission lines in parallel. The two 
SAW resonators R1 and R2 have plate capacitances Cp1 and Cp2 and series resonant 
frequencies fr1 and fr2 and anti-resonant frequencies far1 and far2, respectively. The 
circuit model of the SAW resonators is based on the lossless MBVD model. The 
characteristic impedances and the electrical lengths of the lines are referred to as Z1, 










Fig. 4.1.  Circuit of the proposed wideband BPF using SAW resonators. 
 
The resonant frequency fr1 in the first section defines a transmission zero at the 
lower stopband edge and a reflection zero at the lower passband edge. Similarly, the 
resonant frequency fr2 in the second section defines a reflection zero at the higher 
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passband edge and a transmission zero at the higher stopband edge. In the following 
the transmission responses are further analyzed. 
4.2.1 Design of Transmission Lines 
Section 1 


















































The condition for the transmission zeros is found by setting |S21| = 0 in (4.1): 




Since Zsaw1 = 0 at fr1, to locate one transmission zero in the lower stopband at fr1, we 
obtain from (4.5): 











































































The reflection coefficient S11 of section 1 is derived as: 
 



















































































































Since a miniature filter is desired, n = 1 is selected in (4.6). The variation of 
transmission zeros and reflection zeros with normalized capacitance Cp1*fr1 and Z1 is 
plotted in Fig. 4.2 based on (4.7) and (4.9). 
  
                                   (a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 4.2. Variation of (a) transmission zeros (besides f = fr1) and (b) reflection zeros in 





The reflection coefficient S11 of section 2 is derived as: 
 








































































By requiring |S11| = 0 in (4.10), the condition for the reflection zeros is obtained. To 
locate a reflection zero in the higher passband edge at fr2 where Zsaw2 = 0, yields N = 0. 
Hence the relation between θ2 and θ3 can be solved from (4.12): 


























































By setting |S21| = 0 and |S11| = 0 in (4.10) and (4.15) respectively, the transmission 
zeros and reflection zeros can be calculated. We assume Z2 = Z3 and 2 > 3 at the 
frequency fr2. To miniaturize the length of transmission lines, m = 1 is selected in 
(4.14). The transmission zeros and reflection zeros are plotted in Fig. 4.3 with 
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normalized capacitance Cp2*fr2 and Z2. 








where 30 is the electrical length 3 at the frequency fr2. 
  
                                   (a)                                                                (b) 
Fig. 4.3. Variation of (a) transmission zeros and (b) reflection zeros in terms of 
normalized Cp2 and Z2 for section 2 in Fig. 4.1. 
4.2.2 The Wideband Filter 
From (4.4) and (4.12), it is known that the requirements for the transmission lines are: 
θ1 is π at fr1, which defines the lower transition band and the sum of θ2 and θ3 is 2π at 
fr2, which defines the higher transition band. As an example, fr1 is set to 1 GHz and fr2 
to 1.6 GHz and the design parameters are: θ1 = 180º at fr1, θ2 = 240º and θ3 = 120º at 
fr2, Z1 = 158 Ω, Z2 = Z3 = 77 Ω, Cp1 = 2.1 pF, Cp2 = 1 pF. |S21| of the two sections and 
of the BPF is simulated in AWR Microwave Office, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Section 1 
exhibits high pass filtering and section 2 exhibits low pass filtering. They are 
cascaded to realize the BPF. Note that compared to section 2, in the BPF the pole of 
the higher passband edge at fr2 is slightly shifted higher due to the effects of section 1, 
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which leads to a steeper transition band. Due to the transmission line characteristic, 
the half wavelength line in section 1 will result in another transmission zero at the 
frequency 2fr1. This limits the maximum feasible filter bandwidth to 67%. However, 
by applying other techniques, like loading a center capacitor, the effective length can 
be decreased and the maximum feasible bandwidth extended. 
 
                                     (a)                                                               (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 4.4. Simulated |S11| and |S21| of (a) first section, (b) second section and (c) BPF. 
(RZ: reflection zero, TZ: transmission zero) 





































































































4.2.3 Roll-offs Controlled by SAW Resonators 
From (2.3), the effective electromechanical coupling coefficient 
2
effk  of a SAW 































In the above derivations, we assume 
2
effk  is 0.1 for both SAW resonators R1 and R2. 
Since the transmission zeros and reflection zeros at the transition bands are defined by 
the SAW resonators, the roll-offs can be controlled by manipulating 
2
effk of the 
resonators. Fig. 4.5 shows the simulated |S21| with 
2
effk  of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.55, 
respectively, while fr1 =1 GHz, fr2=1.6 GHz. Cp1, Cp2, and Z1, Z2 are optimized for 




leads to less sharp roll-off and 
higher rejection. 
 
Fig. 4.5. Simulated |S21| for the BPF when increasing 
2
effk , fr1 = 1 GHz, fr2 = 1.6 GHz. 

























4.3 Filter Design Using Lumped Element Resonators 
4.3.1 Filter Design 
To verify the design concept, SAW resonators are first realized using their equivalent 
lumped element circuits based on their MBVD model as shown in Fig. 4.6. A BPF 
centered at 0.42 GHz with a 3-dB FBW of 47% is designed. 
 
Fig. 4.6. Equivalent circuit of the lumped element resonators based on the MBVD 
model. 
 
EM simulation of the filter PCB layout was performed in Sonnet EM. The filter is 
fabricated on Rogers’ 32 mils RO4003C. The SMD components of the lumped 
element resonator in section 1 are: Lm = 150 nH, Cm = 1.6 pF, Cp = 7.5 pF, and in 
section 2, the SMD components are: Lm = 150 nH, Cm = 0.4 pF, Cp = 2.0 pF. The 
SMD capacitors are Murata GQM and the SMD inductors are Coilcraft 0603HP. 
The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.8 shows the 
simulated and the measured |S11| and |S21|.  
 




TL1: width 0.43mm, 
length 328 mm 
TL2: width 0.97mm, 
length 270.1 mm 
 
TL3: width 0.38mm, 
length 128.7 mm 
 
Resonator of section 1 





Fig. 4.8. Simulated and measured responses of the wideband filter using lumped 
element resonators. 
 
The passband characteristics are in good agreement, particularly at the cut-off 
frequencies of the transition bands. The filter has a bandwidth of 47% and minimum 
insertion loss of 0.6 dB. Sharp roll-offs at the band edges are realized due to the 
transmission zeroes and reflection zeros defined by the lumped element resonators. 
4.3.2 Filter Design with Wide Stopband 
To obtain a wider stopband, an open stub with electrical length θ4 and characteristic 
impedance Z4, is center loaded at TL3 in section 2. This creates an additional 
transmission zero at around 0.9 GHz. Additionally, a 3
rd
 order lumped low pass filter 
is added to obtain a very wide stopband with little impact on the passband. Fig. 4.9 
shows the complete circuit of the filter with wide stopband.  
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Fig. 4.9. Complete circuit of the filter with wide stopband. 
 
Fig. 4.10 shows the fabricated filter. The SMD components of the lumped element 
resonators are the same as for the filter in Sec. 4.3.1, except Cp in section 2 is 1.5 pF 
due to passband matching. The SMD components in the low pass filter are: L1 = 18 
nH and C1 = 8.2 pF. Fig. 4.11 shows the measured |S21| of this filter compared with 
the filter in Sec. 4.3.1. This filter has a 3-dB FBW of 44% with minimum insertion 
loss of 1.06 dB. Higher stopband rejection is better than 30 dB until 5.3 GHz. The 
rejection is better than 20 dB up to more than 25 GHz, except for the rejection of 19 
dB at around 16.5 GHz. 
  





Fig. 4.11. Measured |S21| of the filter with wide stopband compared with the basic 
filter in Sec. 4.3.1. 
4.4 Miniaturized Filter Using Lumped Element Resonators 
To develop a compact and miniature filter, the transmission lines shown in Fig. 4.1 
are realized by lumped element networks to mimic their phase responses. For section 
1, the transmission line in Fig. 4.12(a) can be loaded with a capacitor Cc to decrease 
the effective electrical length as shown in Fig. 4.12(b). Then the two transmission 
lines in Fig. 4.12(b) can be replaced by Artificial Transmission Lines (ATLs) with 
series inductors Ltl and shunt capacitors Ctl as shown in Fig. 4.12(c) [103]. The center 

























 The basic filter
































                                  (c)                                                                  (d) 
Fig. 4.12. Miniaturization of the transmission line in section 1 of Fig. 4.1. (a) The 
original transmission line. (b) Reduction of the effective electrical length by loading a 
center capacitor Cc. (c) Replacement of the transmission lines in (b) with ATLs. (d) 
Combination of the center capacitors to Cc`. 
 
For section 2, the total electrical length of the two lines is 2π at fr2. Many lumped 
components would be needed to realize them with traditional ATLs. Instead, a simple 
lumped element phasing network, shown in Fig. 4.13(b), is proposed to achieve the 
phase behavior of the two lines and minimize the number of components. The branch 
with the series L1 and C1, and shunt L2 generates a phase advance φ2 at fr2 while the 
branch with the series L0 and shunt C0 generates a phase delay φ3 at fr2. The condition 

































                                          (a)                                                  (b) 
Fig. 4.13. Miniaturization of the transmission lines in section 2 of Fig. 4.1. (a) The 
original transmission lines. (b) The proposed lumped element network. 
 
Ltl Ltl Ltl Ltl
























Filter with spurious response suppression
 
Fig. 4.14. Complete circuit of the miniaturized filter. 
 
For experimental verification, the complete circuit is shown in Fig. 4.14. The 
microstrip lines with characteristic impedance of Zc and electrical length c are used 
for physical connection. The additional low order HPF and LPF have cut-off 
frequencies at 0.17 GHz and 0.67 GHz respectively. EM simulation of the filter PCB 
layout was performed in Sonnet EM. The photographs of the basic miniaturized filter 




Fig. 4.15. Photograph of the miniaturized filters fabricated on Roger’s 32 mils 
RO4003C: (a) basic filter, (b) filter with spurious responses suppression. 
 
The component values are listed in Table 4.1. The connecting microstrip lines are 
optimized to have a width of 0.3 mm and a length of 9 mm. The chip capacitors are 
Murata GQM, except that Cm` is from Johanson Technology. The chip inductors are 
Coilcraft 0603HP. 
Table 4.1. Component values for the miniaturized filters. 
 
Section 1 Section 2 
Resonator 1 ATL Resonator 2 Lumped network 
Lm1 Cm1 Cp1 Ltl Ctl 2Ctl Cc` Lm2 Cm2 Cp2 L0 C0 L1 C1 L2 
150 1.8 8.2 22 0.7 1.5 10 150 0.4 2 7.5 8.2 6.8 5.6 8.2 
Added: Ch0: 22; Ch1: 68; Lh0: 36 Added: Cl0: 12; Ll0: 8.2 
 
Note: Units for capacitors: pF; Units for inductors: nH 
 
The simulated and measured |S11| and |S21| are plotted in shown in Fig. 4.16(a) and 
Fig. 4.16(b) for the basic miniaturized filter and with spurious suppression, 
respectively. The passband characteristics are in good agreement for both filters, 








Fig. 4.16. Comparison between simulations and measurements (a) the basic 
miniaturized filter (b) the miniaturized filter with spurious responses suppression. (c) 
Comparison of the measured |S21| of the basic filter, the miniaturized filter and the 
miniaturized filter with spurious suppression. 
 
However, it is observed that the steepness of the passband edges is less sharp, 
which is likely due to the resistive loss of the lumped elements used. The transition 
bands are defined by the lumped element resonators. The SMD inductors in the series 
branch with values large than 150 nH have a low Q-factor. Thus these inductors are 
critical to the loss at the passband edge. This loss can be substantially reduced by 
using high-Q SAW or BAW resonators. The measured return loss deteriorates to 8.3 


















































































dB and 9.5 dB for the basic miniaturized filter and the miniaturized filter with 
spurious suppression respectively. This is because the return loss is sensitive to the 
tolerance of component values.  
Fig. 4.16(c) compares the measured |S21| of the three filters: the basic filter, the 
miniaturized filter and filter with spurious suppression. They realize the same 
bandwidth and cut-off characteristics. With reduced filter area, the miniaturized filter 
and the miniaturized filter with spurious suppression have slightly higher insertion 
loss due to the resistive loss and value tolerances of the lumped components. 
4.5 Filter with Reconfigurable Bandwidth Using Lumped Element Resonators 
4.5.1 Circuit Design 
The proposed wideband filter uses two unique SAW resonators to define the lower 
and upper roll-off characteristics. This indicates that the filter bandwidth can be 
reconfigured by controlling the lower and upper passband edges. 
Fig. 4.17 shows the circuit of the proposed BPF with reconfigurable bandwidth. In 
the first section of high pass filtering, the two SAW resonators R1 and R2 are 
controlled by PIN switches swi (i = 1, 2, 3). They are used to define the reconfigurable 
lower passband edges. Basically, the resonant frequencies fr1 and fr2 determine the 
lower cut off frequencies of the two states. To obtain the corresponding transmission 
line in parallel, the center loaded capacitor Cc can be adjusted to a proper value by 
sw4. In the second section of low pass filtering, resonators R3 and R4 are controlled by 
PIN switches swi (i = 5, 6, 7) to realize the reconfigurable upper passband edges. The 































Fig. 4.17. Circuit of the proposed filter with reconfigurable bandwidth. 
 
In conclusion, the lower passband edges are controlled by SAW resonator R1, R2, 
and the capacitor Cc, while the upper passband edges are controlled by resonators R3, 
R4 and capacitors C0, C1. Besides the SAW resonators for determining reconfigurable 
cut-off frequencies, essentially three unique lumped elements are required to be 
adjusted to meet the corresponding phase conditions. 
4.5.2 Experimental Verification without PIN Switches 
With these points in mind, a filter with reconfigurable bandwidth is designed by 
relocating the lower and upper transition bands. When R1 resonator path is switched 
on, R2 resonator path and the capacitor Cc` path are switched off, section 1 is 
designed to form a lower passsband edge at the frequency of 0.43 GHz. When R2 
resonator path is switched on instead, section 1 is designed to have a lower passband 
edge at the frequency of 0.32 GHz. Also Cc` is switched on to realize a half 
wavelength electrical length at 0.32 GHz in conjunction with Cc. For section 2, when 
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resonator R4 path is working and R3 path is switched off, a higher passband edge at 
the frequency of 0.66 GHz is formed, while the capacitors C0` and C1` are off. The 
other higher passband edge is designed at the frequency of 0.57 GHz with R3 
resonator path switched on and R4 resonator switched off. Moreover, the capacitors 
C0` and C1` are loaded to combine with C0 and C1 respectively to adjust the phase of 
the lumped network. The four filter states are formed by different passband edges as 





Fig. 4.18. Four filter states by reconfigurable passband edges. 
 
The parameters of all lumped elements are listed in Table 4.2. The layout is 
simulated in Sonnet EM. The non-ideal capacitors and inductors are incorporated 
using their S-parameter datasets provided by the manufacturers. 
 
 
Table 4.2. Component values for the reconfigurable filter. 
 
Section 1 Section 2 
Resonator R1 Resonator R2 Resonator R3 Resonator R4 
Lm1 Cm1 Cp1 Lm2 Cm2 Cp2 Lm3 Cm3 Cp3 Lm4 Cm4 Cp4 
120 1 5.1 150 1.5 8.2 150 0.5 2.7 100 0.5 2 
ATL Lumped network 
Ltl Ctl 2Ctl Cc Cc` L0 L0` C0 C0` L1 C1 C1` L2 
24 1.1 2.2 3 4.3 5.6 3.9 5.6 2.2 5.1 3.6 1.1 11 
 
Note: Units for capacitors: pF; Units for inductors: nH 
 














The reconfigurable filter is fabricated on Rogers’ 32 mils RO4003C. Fig. 4.19 
shows the photograph of the filter with dot marker showing the reconfigurable paths. 
The SMD inductors are from Coilcraft 0603HP series and the capacitors are from 
Murata GQM series. 
 
Fig. 4.19. Photograph of the reconfigurable filter. 
 
Fig. 4.20 shows the measured S-parameters compared with EM simulated results. The 
measurements generally agree with simulations. It is found in the simulation that the 
passband edge frequency and the passband return loss are sensitive to the value 
tolerances of the SMD components. Components such as the capacitors Cm and Cp in 
the lumped element resonators of both sections, the center loaded capacitors in section 
1, are then adjusted when doing soldering work. Fig. 4.21 shows the measured |S21| of 






                                    (a)                                                                (b) 
 
                                    (c)                                                                (d) 
 
Fig. 4.20. Measured S-parameters compared with EM simulations (a) filter state 1 (b) 
filter state 2 (c) filter state 3 (d) filter state 4. 
 
Fig. 4.21. Measured |S21| for the four reconfigurable states. 




































































































































In conclusion, filter state 1 realizes a maximum bandwidth of 56.6% and filter 
state 4 realizes a minimum bandwidth of 12.1%. The reconfigurable bandwidth ratio 
is 4.7. The advantage is that the reconfigurable states have similar out-of-band 
rejections.  
4.5.2 Experimental Verification with PIN Switches 
To implement the reconfigurable filter using PIN diode switches, bias circuit paths 
should be included based on the above presented reconfigurable filter. To suppress the 
spurious responses in the stopband, a simple LPF and an HPF are also added. Fig. 
4.22(a) shows the bias circuit used for the PIN diodes used and Fig. 4.22(b) and Fig. 
4.22(c) show the added HPF and LPF. As the layout is changed to accommodate the 
bias circuit, the SMD components of the resonator and lumped element network are 
also adjusted. The detailed design parameters are shown in Table 4.3. The whole filter 
layout is simulated in Sonnet EM and all lumped elements are using their S-











                         (a)                                 (b)                                      (c) 







Table 4.3. Component values for the reconfigurable filter with PIN switches. 
 
Section 1 Section 2 
Resonator R1 Resonator R2 Resonator R3 Resonator R4 
Lm1 Cm1 Cp1 Lm2 Cm2 Cp2 Lm3 Cm3 Cp3 Lm4 Cm4 Cp4 
120 1.2 4.7 150 2.7 8.2 150 0.5 3.6 100 0.5 2 
ATL Lumped network 
Ltl Ctl 2Ctl Cc Cc` L0 L0` C0 C0` L1 C1 C1` L2 
30 1.5 3 1.6 9 1.8                                 1.8 5.6 3.6 3.6 3.3 2.2 12 
Added HPF: Ch0: 15, Ch1: 8.2, Lh0: 18, Lh1: 24 
Added LPF: Ll0: 9.5, Ll1: 22, Cl0: 5.6, Cl1: 6.2 
 
Note: Units for capacitors: pF; Units for inductors: nH 
 
Fig. 4.23. Photograph of the reconfigurable filter with PIN switches. Rogers’ 32 mils 
RO4003C is used. 
 
Fig. 4.23 shows the photograph of the reconfigurable filter with PIN switches. The 
measured results are compared with simulated results for narrowband filter state and 
wideband filter state respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.24(a) and Fig. 4.24(b). The 
measurements generally agree with EM simulations, particularly for the transition 
bands. Fig. 4.24(c) shows the |S21| of the two reconfigurable states from 0.05 GHz to 2 
GHz. A wideband rejection is obtained. The fabricated filter realizes a narrow 
bandwidth of 16.5% and a wide bandwidth of 76.5%. The ratio of the reconfigurable 
bandwidth is 4.6. This demonstrates that the proposed filter structure has good 
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bandwidth reconfigurability. The minimum insertion loss is 3.3 dB for narrowband 
filter state and 2.0 dB for the wideband filter state. As the minimum insertion loss of 
the reconfigurable filter without PIN are 2.3 dB and 1.4 dB for narrowband and 
wideband states, PIN diodes losses here are 1 dB and 0.6 dB. 
  
                                      (a)                                                                (b) 
 
      (c) 
Fig. 4.24. The measured S-parameters compared to EM simulations (a) narrowband 
filter state (b) wideband filter state (c) |S21| for the bandwidth reconfigurable filter. 
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4.6 Filter Design Using Chip SAW Resonators 
The proposed wideband filter and its corresponding reconfigurable filter are 
experimentally verified in sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 using lumped element resonators. 
It is known that lumped element resonators have lower Q than SAW or BAW 
resonators. Here the proposed filter is demonstrated at around 2 GHz using chip SAW 
resonators combined with transmission lines. Note that FBAR or BAW-SMR 
resonators can also be used in the implementation of these filters. 
4.6.1 Filter Design and Simulation 
Fig. 4.25 shows the detailed circuit of this wideband filter. In section 1, the resonator 
consists of two identical SAW resonators R1 connected in series, and in section 2, the 
resonator consists of three identical SAW resonators R2 connected in series. This is 
because the chip SAW resonators available to us cannot provide the required static 
capacitance. Connecting identical resonators in series does not change the resonant 
and anti-resonant frequencies, but only adjusts the associated static capacitances. In 
section 1, the two R1 resonators define the lower roll-off. In section 2, the three R2 
resonators define the higher roll-off. Section 1 and section 2 are cascaded in series to 
form a BPF. 
R1







Fig. 4.25. Detailed circuit of the wideband filter using chip SAW resonators. 
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Wideband Characteristics of the SAW Resonators 
Table 4.4 shows parameters for the MBVD model of the SAW resonators used 
and their resonant frequencies fR and anti-resonant frequencies fAR. These parameters 
are extracted from the on-wafer measured S-parameters of the chip SAW resonators. 
As fAR of resonator R1 is 1730.3 MHz and fR of resonator R2 is 2261.6 MHz, a 
wideband filter with its passband from 1730 MHz to 2261 MHz can be designed 
based on the design curves discussed in section 4.2.  
Table 4.4. Parameters for the MBVD model of the SAW resonators. 
Parameters fR fAR Cp Cm Lm Rm Rs Rp 
unit MHz MHz pF pF nH Ohm Ohm Ohm 
Resonator R1 1661.1 1730.3 1.72 0.144 63.813 1.682 -0.74 0.936 
Resonator R2 2261.6 2341.3 0.985 0.071 70.128 0.05 0.5 0.1 
 
 
Fig. 4.26. Simulated response of the wideband filter based on extracted MBVD model 
of the chip SAW resonators. 
 
The parameters for the transmission lines are further optimized as below: in 
section 1, Z1 = 183.1, θ1 = 171.9º at the resonant frequency fR of R1; in section 2, Z2 = 
152.9, θ2 = 207.9º and Z3 = 88.1, θ3 = 93.4º at the resonant frequency fR of R2. Fig. 





























4.26 shows the simulated S-parameters for the wideband filter based on extracted 
MBVD models. Three transmission zeroes are realized in the lower stopband at 900 
MHz, 1420 MHz and 1636 MHz respectively, while in the higher stopband, three 
transmission zeroes are located at 2345 MHz, 2582 MHz and 3650 MHz respectively. 
However, the MBVD model is only accurate in the vicinity of the resonator’s 
resonant frequency. Wideband filter design should consider the wideband 
characteristics of the SAW resonators. Fig. 4.27 shows the |S21| responses of the on-
wafer measured shunt resonator R1 and the series resonator R2. Spurious bulk waves 
are found above the anti-resonant frequencies fAR of the resonators R1 and R2, which 
inherently exist in the leaky SAW substrate used. The ripples below the resonant 
frequency fR of the resonator R2 are caused by the finite number of transducers and 
gratings of the SAW resonator. Other second order spurious effects are also observed 
above the frequency of bulk waves. 
 
Fig. 4.27. Wideband characteristics of the on-wafer measured chip SAW resonators: 
the |S21| of the shunt resonator R1 and the series resonator R2. 









































Fig. 4.28 shows the simulated S-parameters of the filter using the on-wafer 
measured SAW resonator data compared with responses in Fig. 4.26 using MBVD 
models. It is seen that distortions occur in the rejections in the upper stopband due to 
the bulk waves above the anti-resonant frequency fAR of the resonators R2 and the 
second order spurious effects above bulk wave frequencies. The near view of the 
passband shows that both the bulk waves above fAR of the resonators R1 and the 
ripples below fR of the resonators R2 cause deteriorations in the passband. 
 
  
                                       (a)                                                              (b) 
Fig. 4.28. (a) Simulated S-parameters of the wideband filter using on-wafer measured 
SAW resonator data compared with the response using the MBVD model in Fig. 4.26. 
(b) detailed view of the passband. 
 
4.6.2 Experimental Verification 
To implement the filter, the chip resonators need to be connected with the microstrip 
lines by bond wires. A 3D model was built in Ansys HFSS for EM simulation of the 
microstrip lines and the modeling of bond wires and other parasitics, as shown in Fig. 
4.29. 


































































Fig. 4.29. 3-D model built in Ansys HFSS for EM simulation of the wideband filter 
using chip SAW resonators. 
 
The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 4.30. The resonator chips 
are mounted on the PCB and are assembled using 1 mil bond wires.  
                
     
     
 
Fig. 4.30. Photograph of the wideband filter using chip SAW resonators. 
 
Fig. 4.31 shows the measured |S11| and |S21| of the filter compared with EM 
simulations. General agreement is observed between simulations and measurements. 
The measurements show a minimum insertion loss of 1.05 dB. The 3-dB FBW 
obtained is 28.8% at the center frequency of 2.02 GHz. The frequency shift of the 
Length: 57.6 mm 
Width: 0.2 mm 
Length: 53.7 mm 
Width: 5.3 mm 
Length: 27.7 mm 
Width: 1.6 mm 
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upper transition band is likely due to the de-embedding errors of the on-wafer 
measurements for the SAW resonators. This shift results in the discrepancies of the 
upper stopband rejections. As known from the previous discussion, the spurious spike 
in the upper stopband is caused by second order effects of the SAW resonators, which 
can be eliminated or suppressed by using SAW resonators with modified structures. 
BAW resonators can also be investigated regarding its spurious effects on the filter’s 
stopband. 
 
Fig. 4.31. Measured S-parameters of the wideband filter compared with EM 
simulations. 
 
Moreover, a visible discrepancy is found between the simulated and measured 
rejections in the lower stopband. This may be caused by the errors in the de-
embedding of the resonators R1 and the parasitic modeling of the microstrip lines TL1. 
Table 4.5 summarizes the performance of the presented filter and recently 
published wideband filters [139]-[143] with figures of merit (FOM) defined in terms 
of the size and shape factor. It shows that this work realizes a wideband filter with 

































high frequency selectivity and small size and low loss. To enhance the frequency 
selectivity, source-load cross coupling [139]-[141] and stepped impedance resonators 
[142] are used to introduce transmission zeros at passband edges. This work 
demonstrates a new design method which utilizes the resonant and anti-resonant 
frequencies of dual-behavioral SAW resonators to realize sharp transition bands. 
Moreover, the roll-off, which is related to the transition and reflection zeros near the 
transition band, can be specifically designed for the upper and lower band edges as 
required. 
Table 4.5. Performance comparison of this chip filter 



















[104] 3.2 80 0.63 0.22×0.9 0.85 33.7 
[105] 6.85 70.7 1.8 0.39×1.33 0.85 12.9 
[106] 2.6 36.9 1.2 0.37×0.35 0.84 48.3 
[107] 6.3 38 1.1 0.41×0.75 0.72 11.6 
[108]-1 1.47 22.4 1.6 0.28×0.39 0.81 48.2 
[108]-2 1.48 34.6 0.68 0.26×0.43 0.77 38.9 
This work 2.02 28.8 1.05 0.24×0.45 0.88 77.2 
 
1
 SF=shape factor=3 dB bandwidth/10 dB bandwidth 
2
 FOM=figure of merit=1/Size/(1-SF) 
4.7 Conclusions 
A novel topology for wideband BPFs is proposed by combining SAW resonators and 
traditional microwave transmission lines. Two unique SAW resonators are used to 
define the upper and lower roll-offs to realize a high frequency selectivity, due to the 
narrow band SAW resonator characteristics. A wide bandwidth of up to 67% or more 
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can be obtained by manipulating the phase of the transmission lines or the lumped 
element network. 
The basic filter, miniaturized filter, and reconfigurable filters based on lumped 
MBVD resonators are demonstrated and the principles of the proposed topologies are 
validated. The presented work also shows that the proposed topology can realize 
wideband filters with sharp transition bands using SMD component resonators at 
frequencies below 1 GHz. 
Finally, the filter is experimentally validated by combining chip SAW resonators 
and microstrip lines. The resonators are mounted on the PCB using 1 mil bond wires. 
The feasibility of the wideband filter with high frequency selectivity using SAW 





CHAPTER 5                                                                         
Wideband Filters with SAW-filter-like Selectivity 
5.1 Introduction 
SAW and BAW filters are widely used in wireless communication systems. The 
filters typically employ a ladder type topology exhibiting excellent performance in 
passband selectivity, insertion loss, and sufficient power handling capability, and are 
also small in size. The achievable bandwidth is typically limited to a few percent, 
which is inherently constrained by the electromechanical coupling coefficient 
2
effk  of 
the piezoelectric substrate and its orientations [32]. A piezoelectric material with high 
2
effk  without compromising too much of the performance parameters, such as 
temperature stability, spurious free operation, is needed for development of wideband 
SAW/BAW filters [33]-[35]. However, based on state of the art technology, it is still 
not cost-effective to realize acoustic resonators with high performance and high 
2
effk
and such materials have not been widely used in practical industrial applications. 
Another factor that limits the attainable bandwidth is the ladder type structure 
used. In the ladder filter, the anti-resonant frequency of the series resonators 
determines the cut-off frequency of the upper passband, and the resonant frequency of 
the parallel resonators determines the cut-off frequency of the lower passband. Hence 
the bandwidth of a ladder filter is determined by the separation of a resonator’s 
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resonant and anti-resonant frequency, which is defined by 
2
effk  of the piezoelectric 
substrate. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop novel filter topologies other 
than traditional ladder type filters. Such a filter topology is proposed in this work. The 
aim is to realize a filter with a bandwidth larger than traditional SAW filters, and to 
also maintain the high roll-offs at the passband edges of traditional SAW filters. 
Design of a traditional microstrip BPF essentially follows the methods presented 
in [109]. Microstrip line resonators of approximately half wavelength at the center 
frequency are cascaded by inter-resonator coupling. Multi-pole BPFs with good out-
of-band rejection can be realized by cascading more resonators. To decrease the filter 
size and increase the feasible bandwidth, microstrip line multi-mode resonators and 
ring resonators are developed [110]-[116]. 
In this work, a wideband filter is proposed based on multi-mode resonators 
consisting of SAW resonators. By introducing acoustic resonators, the filter exhibits 
the attractive feature of SAW-filter-like skirt selectivity. 
5.2 Design of Wideband Filter with SAW-filter-like Selectivity 
Fig. 5.1 shows the proposed circuit for a wideband BPF with SAW-filter-like 
selectivity. It consists of two SAW resonator networks and three parallel coupled line 
sections. As shown, the electrical lengths and the even and odd impedances of the 
coupled lines at the input and output are referred to as θ1, Zoe1, and Zoo1, respectively, 
and the electrical lengths and the even and odd impedances of the center coupled lines 
are referred to as θ2, Zoe2 and Zoo2, respectively. The ladder type SAW resonator 
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network is formed by a series resonator RS and two shunt resonators RP. Each 
resonator is modeled by the MBVD circuit typically used for SAW/BAW resonators 
[82]. The effective electromechanical coupling coefficient 
2
effk  of the piezoelectric 










































Fig. 5.1 Proposed circuit for the wideband BPF with SAW-filter-like selectivity. 
SAW Resonator Network 
The SAW resonator network is defined by the resonant frequencies and static 
capacitances of the series and shunt resonators, respectively. The simulated |S21| for 
the series resonator RS branch and the parallel resonator RP branch are shown in Fig. 
5.2, compared with the response when designed as traditional ladder type filter. 
Traditionally, a ladder type SAW filter can be designed by cascading a few sections 
of such SAW resonator networks. The anti-resonant frequency fAR of the parallel 
resonator RP is set approximately equal to the resonant frequency fR of the series 
resonator RS. For the proposed SAW resonator network design, the resonant 




                                      (a)                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 5.2. Simulated |S21| for the series resonator RS branch and the parallel resonator 
RP branch (a) the proposed SAW resonator network (b) the responses when designed 
as traditional ladder type filter. 
 
 
                                      (a)                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 5.3. Simulated |S21| (a) the proposed whole SAW resonator network compared 
with (b) the responses when designed as a traditional ladder type filter. 
 
Fig. 5.3 shows the simulated |S21| for the whole proposed SAW resonator network 
compared with the response when designed as a traditional SAW filter. Unlike the 
passband formed by the traditional resonator network, the proposed resonator network 
exhibits a multi-pole filtering under weak coupling. The parameters for the traditional 








































































































resonator network are: fRS = 1.878 GHz, fARS = 1.963 GHz and plate capacitance CP = 
0.6 pF for series resonator RS, fRP = 1.793 GHz, fARP=1.874 GHz and CP = 2.45 pF for 
parallel resonators RP. The parameters for the proposed resonator network are: fRS = 
1.941 GHz, fARS = 2.029 GHz and CP = 5.8 pF for series resonator RS, fRP = 1.79 GHz, 
fARP = 1.871 GHz and CP = 10.6 pF for parallel resonators RP. 
It is known that in ladder type SAW filters, the parallel resonators define the 
lower transition band and the series resonators define the upper transition band. The 
simulation shows that the lower passband selectivity is similar to the selectivity of a 
traditional SAW filter using parallel resonators with the same resonant frequency. The 
simulation also shows that the upper passband selectivity is similar to the selectivity 
of a traditional SAW filter using series resonators with the same resonant frequency. 
To further understand the weakly coupled SAW resonator network, the 
transmission coefficient S21 of the resonator network is derived as: 
















here Z0 is the 50 Ω port impedance, and ZS and ZP are the series impedance of the 





























At the resonant frequency fR of the parallel resonator RP, the impedance ZP is near 
zero. At the anti-resonant frequency fAR of the series resonator RS, the impedance ZS 
becomes infinite. When ZP = 0 or ZS → ∞, S21 is zero. Thus, fRP of the parallel 
resonator RP and fARS of the series resonator RS are the two transmission zeroes which 
define the cut-off frequencies at the lower and upper passband. To determine the 
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Then the frequencies of the zeroes can be obtained by requiring |S11| = 0 in (5.3). The 
frequencies of the zeroes of the reflection are plotted in Fig. 5.4, in terms of plate 
capacitance CP of the series resonator RS with variation of CP of the parallel resonator 
RP. It becomes clear that two zeroes are very close to the transmission zeroes at fRP = 
1.79 GHz and fARS = 2.029 GHz and one reflection zero is between fRP and fARP. 
 
Fig. 5.4. Frequency of the reflection zeroes of the SAW resonator network in terms of 
CP of the series resonator RS with varied CP of the shunt resonators RP. 
 
The BPF 
To realize a bandpass response, open-ended parallel coupled lines of 
approximately quarter-wavelength are used for the inter-resonator coupling. The 
simulated |S11| and |S21| are shown in Fig. 5.5, compared with the responses of the 
weakly coupled SAW resonator network. The parameters of the coupled lines at the 

























 of shunt resonators
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input and output and the center coupled line are optimized as: θ1 = 93.6º, θ2 = 92.6º at 
the center frequency of 1.907 GHz, Zoe1 = 131.5 Ω, Zoo1 = 89 Ω, Zoe2 = 155.8 Ω, Zoo2 = 
136.5 Ω. 
 
                                      (a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 5.5. (a) Simulated |S21| of the BPF, compared with the |S21| of the SAW resonator 
network. (b) Simulated |S11| of the BPF. 
 
The feasible bandwidth depends on the requirements of the passband performance 
such as passband ripples and return loss, and out-of-band rejection. In addition, a 
wider bandwidth requires tighter coupling of the coupled lines, which may be limited 
by the fabrication. Two or more interdigital parallel coupled lines [115] or an aperture 
compensation technique [112] can be used to increase the coupling further. 
5.3 Filter Design Using Lumped Element Resonators 
To validate the proposed filter, the resonators are first realized based on the acoustic 
resonators’ MBVD model of SAW resonators. The filter is designed at a center 
frequency of 676 MHz with a bandwidth of 19%. The filter layout is simulated in 
Sonnet EM. Rogers’ 32 mils RO4003C is selected for the substrate. For the lumped 





































MBVD resonators, the inductors are using Coilcraft 0603HP series, and the capacitors 
are from Murata GQM series.  
The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 5.6. Design parameters are 
shown in Table 5.1. As the cut-off frequencies of the filter are defined by the lumped 
element resonators, the filter’s responses are sensitive to the resonator element values. 
The SMD capacitors Cm and Cp of the parallel resonators are slightly adjusted to 
compensate for the manufacturing inaccuracy and lumped elements’ value tolerances, 
as shown in bold in Table 5.1. 
 
   
Fig. 5.6. Photograph of the filter using lumped element resonators. 
 
Table 5.1. Design parameters of the filter using lumped element resonators. 
Para. 







W S L W1 S1 L1 
RS RP 
Lm Cm Cp Lm Cm Cp 
unit mm mm mm mm mm mm nH pF pF nH pF pF 
EM 0.4 0.45 75.6 0.3 0.9 73.6 18 2.7 6.8 56 1.1 6.8 
Measured 0.4 0.45 75.6 0.3 0.9 73.6 18 2.7 6.8 56 1.0 7.5 
 
 
Fig. 5.7 shows the measured S-parameters for the filter compared with EM 
simulations. Good agreement is found between the measurements and simulations, 
particularly the passband insertion loss and the out-of-band rejection. Minor 
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adjustment of the SMD components has been made to ensure that the filter realizes 
cut-off frequencies in agreement with simulated cut-off frequencies. Discrepancies are 
found between the simulated and measured return loss due to the sensitivity to the 
fabrication tolerances and value tolerances of the SMD components. Fortunately, 




                                      (a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 5.7. The measured S-parameters of the filter using lumped element resonators 
compared with EM simulations: (a) wideband responses, (b) narrowband responses. 
 
The filter realizes a bandwidth of 19.2% at the center frequency 676.5 MHz. The 
minimum insertion loss is 2.5 dB. The loss is mainly caused by the parasitic resistance 
of the large inductors Lm used in the lumped element resonators, as the value of the Lm 
is more than 100 nH. This can be improved by using real SAW or BAW resonators 












































































this filter achieves good lower and upper roll-off factors of 1133.3 dB/GHz and 880.8 
dB/GHz respectively. The upper transition is less sharp than the lower transition due 
to the parasitic effects of the pad in the implementation. Fig. 5.8 shows the circuit of 
the lumped element resonator network with parasitic capacitors. It is clear that the 
capacitor C1 can be absorbed by Cp of the shunt resonators, while C2 can be combined 
with Cm of the shunt resonators. However, the parasitic capacitor C0 in the series 
resonator cannot be compensated straightforwardly, and hence results in deterioration 
of the upper transition band. This case can be avoided if real SAW/BAW resonators 
are used. Also spurious responses are found in the upper stopband at around 1.9 GHz 













Fig. 5.8. Parasitics of the resonator network in the filter using lumped element 
resonator based on the MBVD model. 
 
5.4 Miniaturized Filter Using Lumped Element Resonators 
The wideband filter with SAW-filter-like selectivity has been experimentally 
validated using lumped element resonators discussed in the section 5.3. To minimize 
the filter area, the length of the coupled lines in the input and output can be reduced 
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by a series inductive or shunt capacitive loading [117]-[119], while the center coupled 
lines can be replaced by a lumped element series resonator.  
Fig. 5.9 shows the detailed circuit of miniaturized filter. Lumped inductors L1 are 
loaded in series to the coupled lines in the input and output. The center series 
resonator consists of Lc and Cc. Theoretically, the inductor L1 can be very large to 
obtain sufficient reduction of the length of the coupled lines at the input and output. 
However, the resistive loss increases for the inductors with larger value. In addition, 
the corresponding coupling factor of the coupled lines is also required to be increased 





























Fig. 5.9. Circuit of the miniaturized filter with SAW-filter-like selectivity. 
 
To demonstrate the principle of the miniaturized circuit, a filter is designed having 
the same bandwidth and center frequency as the basic filter previously presented. 
Correspondingly, the same Rogers’ 32 mils RO4003C substrate is used. For the SMD 
components, inductors and capacitors are from Coilcraft 0603HP series and Murata 
GQM series respectively. Table 5.2 shows the design parameters for the miniaturized 
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filter. Note that the SMD capacitors Cm in the parallel resonators are adjusted to 
compensate for the element value tolerances and fabrication errors. 
 












W S L Cm Lm Cp Cm Lm Cp Lc Cc L1 
unit mm mm mm pF nH pF pF nH pF nH pF nH 
EM 0.6 0.2 41.5 1.6 27 5.1 1.4 47 5.6 22 3.0 18 
Measured 0.6 0.2 41.5 1.6 27 5.1 1.3 47 5.6 22 3.0 18 
 
The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 5.10. The inductor L1 
loaded with coupled lines in the input and output is chosen as 18 nH. The length of 
the coupled lines is reduced to 41.5 mm which is almost half of the length of the basic 
filter’s. 
 
Fig. 5.10. Photograph of the miniaturized filter using lumped element resonators. 
 
Fig. 5.11 shows the measured S-parameters compared with EM simulations for 
wideband and narrowband responses, respectively. Good agreement is found between 
the measurements and simulations. Compared with the results of the filter in Fig. 5.7, 
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this miniaturized filter removes spurious responses in the upper stopband due to the 
use of center lumped element resonator. Deep rejection is realized in the wide lower 
and upper stopband. 
 
                                     (a)                                                                (b) 
Fig. 5.11. Measured S-parameters compared with EM simulations for the miniaturized 
filter (a) wideband response (b) narrowband response. 
 
Table 5.3 compares the performance of this filter and the basic filter. It is seen that 
the miniaturized filter realizes similar performances with near half the size. 
 
Table 5.3. Performance comparison of the miniaturized filter and the basic filter using 










Miniaturized 2.5 688.2 21.2 No 




































































5.5 Reconfigurable Filter Design Using Lumped Element Resonators 
Circuit Design 
Based on the basic filter, a filter with reconfigurable passband is proposed as shown 
in Fig. 5.12. When switch sw1 branches are in the on state and sw2 branches are in the 
off state, filter band 1 is realized by the resonator networks consisting of the 
resonators RS1 and RP1 and associated coupled lines. When switches sw2 branch are at 
on state and sw1 branch are at off state, filter state 2 is formed by the resonator 




























































































Fig. 5.12. Circuit of the proposed passband reconfigurable filter. 
 
The first filter band can be designed following the procedure of the basic filter. 
For the second filter band, the coupled lines with electrical length θ1b and the center 
coupled line sections with θ2b are essentially not providing coupling for the resonators. 
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Instead, they act as a load with mutual coupling to the critical coupled lines with 
electrical length θ1a and θ2a. 
Experimental Verification 
To validate the reconfigurability, a filter with reconfigurable passband at around 
700 MHz is designed. Assume θ1 = θ1a + θ1b and θ2 = θ2a + θ2b, when θ1 and θ2 are 
determined by the design of filter band 1, θ1a, θ1b, θ2a and θ2b are optimized for the 
performance of filter band 2. The filter is fabricated on Rogers’ 60 mils RO4003C. 
Full wave EM simulation is performed in Sonnet EM for the PCB layout. For the 
lumped element resonators, the inductors are from Coilcraft 0603HP, while the 
capacitors are Murata GQM series. The PIN diodes used for electronic switching are 
Skyworks’s SMP1320-040LF. All the SMD components are simulated using the S-
parameter files provided by the manufacturers to take into account the components’ 
loss and frequency-dependant characteristics. The photograph of the demonstrator is 
shown in Fig. 5.13. 
 




The design parameters are shown in Table 5.4. The capacitors Cm are adjusted 
during the measurements to compensate for the components’ value tolerances and 
fabrication errors, as indicated in bold. 
 
Table 5.4. Design parameters for the reconfigurable filter using lumped element 
resonators. 
Coupled lines 
Coupled line in the input/output Center coupled line 
W1 S1 L1a L1b W2 S2 L2a L2b 
Unit mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm 
Dimension 1.2 0.35 58.1 12.4 0.4 1.93 42.1 14.35 
Resonators 
Series resonator RS Parallel resonator RP 
Cm Lm Cp Cm Lm Cp 
Unit pF nH pF pF nH pF 
band 1 
EM 1.8 27 6.2 1.2 56 6.8 
Measured 1.8 27 6.2 0.5+0.6
#
 56 6.8 
band 2 
EM 1.8 18 5.1 0.9 47 5.6 
Measured 1+0.7
#
 18 5.1 0.8 47 5.6 
 
#
: The SMD capacitors are connected in parallel to realize the capacitance which is 
not available. 
 
Fig. 5.14 shows the measured results of the reconfigurable states compared with 
EM simulations for |S11| and |S21|. The measurements agree well with the simulation 
results. However, there is a slight shift of the passband edges. This is because the 
transition bands are defined by the lumped element resonators and are thus sensitive 
to the associated SMD component value tolerances. Fine tuning of these components 
may solve this problem. The return loss of filter band 1 deteriorates slightly but is still 
better than 10.9 dB. In the wideband responses, spurious spikes are observed at 
approximately 85 MHz for both filter bands, which are kept better than 31 dB. This is 
caused by non-ideal effects of the bias circuits for the PIN switches. As shown in Fig. 
5.13, large inductors Ldc are used to provide DC ground and the bias circuits also have 
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large inductors as RF chokes. These large inductors are 390 nH Coilcraft 0603HP 
series. Inductors with a larger value can be used to realize better suppression of the 
spurious spikes. Alternative approaches, like the use of large resistors for bias circuits, 
may also be considered. 
 
                                      (a)                                                                (b) 
 
                                      (c)                                                                (d) 
Fig. 5.14. Measurements of the reconfigurable states compared with EM simulations 
for (a) wideband |S21|, (b) wideband |S11|, (c) narrowband |S21| and (d) narrowband |S11|. 
 
The measured performances are summarized in Table 5.5. A frequency shift of 
23.8% is realized. 
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Table 5.5. Measured results of the reconfigurable filter using lumped element 
resonators. 
parameter fc passband 3-dB FBW Min. IL Min. RL 
unit MHz MHz % dB dB 
band 1 657.7 595.3-720.1 19 3.1 10.9 
band 2 814.2 745-883.4 17 2.9 13.3 
 
To evaluate the impact of the PIN switches, filter bands without PIN switches are 
also measured. The switch paths are at on state or off state by soldering a copper 
connection or not. Fig. 5.15 compares the measured results for the filter bands with 
and without PIN switches. Insertion loss of the first band is slightly degraded in the 
upper passband. The non-linearity of the PIN switches may cause small ripples in the 
device insertion loss. Generally, the resistive loss caused by the PIN switches is 
around 1 dB. The return loss is sensitive to the non-linearity of the PIN switches. 
 
                                     (a)                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 5.15. Measurements with and without PIN switches (a) |S21|, (b) |S11|. 
 








































5.6 Reconfigurable Filter Design Using Center LC Resonators and Lumped 
Element Resonators Based on the MBVD Model 
To decrease the number of PIN switches used, the center coupled line shared by the 
two filter bands can be replaced by separate series LC resonators for each band. Fig. 
5.16 shows the detailed circuit of the reconfigurable filter. When switch sw1 is in the 
on state and sw2 is in the off state, filter band 1 is formed by resonators RS1 and RP1, 
center resonators with L1 and C1, and associated coupled lines in the input and output. 
When switch sw2 is in the on state while sw1 is in the off state, filter band 2 is formed 
by resonators RS2 and RP2, center resonators with L2 and C2, and associated coupled 
lines in the input and output. L1, C1, L2, C2 are related to the center frequencies of 
filter band 1 and band 2 fc1, fc2 by: 



















































































Fig. 5.16. Circuit of the reconfigurable filter with center LC resonators. 
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This reconfigurable filter is implemented on Rogers’ 60 mils RO4003C to validate 
the design principle. The lumped element resonators based on the MBVD model and 
the center LC resonators are using Coilcraft inductors 0603HP series and Murata 
capacitors GQM series for their high-Q. Skyworks’ PIN diodes SMP1320-040LF are 
used for electronic switching. The s2p files provided by the manufacturers are used 
for simulation of the SMD components. The PCB layout is simulated in Sonnet EM. 
 
 
Fig. 5.17. Photograph of the reconfigurable filter using center LC resonators based on 
lumped element resonators. 
 
Table 5.6. Design parameters for the reconfigurable filter using center LC resonators 
based on lumped element resonators. 
 
Parameter 
Coupled lines in the input and output 
W S La Lb 
Unit mm mm mm mm 
- 0.81 0.91 59 10.2 
Parameter 
RS RP Center LC 
Cm Lm Cp Cm Lm Cp L1,2 C1,2 
unit pF nH pF pF nH pF nH pF 
Band 
1 
EM 1.8 27 6.8 1.1 56 8.2 22 2.7 
Measured 1.8 27 6.8 0.9 56 10 22 2.7 
Band 
2 
EM 1.6 22 5.6 0.9 47 7.5 18 2.2 
Measured 1.6 22 5.6 0.8 47 8.2 18 2.0 




Fig. 5.17 shows the photograph of the fabricated filter. The design parameters are 
listed in Table 5.6, in which the adjusted parameters are shown in bold. 
Fig. 5.18 compares the simulated and measured results of the reconfigurable filter. 
Good agreement is observed for the |S11| and |S21|. In the wideband responses, spurious 
spikes at very low frequency are caused by the non-ideal bias circuits which are found 
below 30 dB. The measured results are summarized in Table 5.7. 
 
                                     (a)                                                                 (b)
 
                                     (c)                                                                 (d) 
Fig. 5.18. Measured results of the reconfigurable filter using center LC resonators 
compared with EM simulations (a) wideband |S21| (b) wideband |S11| (c) narrowband 
|S21| (d) narrowband |S11|. 
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Table 5.7. Measurements for the reconfigurable filter using center LC resonators 
based on lumped element resonators. 
parameter fc passband 3-dB FBW Min. IL Min. RL 
unit MHz MHz % dB dB 
band 1 659 613.9-704 13.7 3.6 12.8 
band 2 784.3 743.4-825.2 10.4 4.1 13 
 
This reconfigurable filter realizes a frequency shift of 19%. Compared with the 
above presented filter using all coupled lines, this filter structure reduces the number 
of PIN switches used. By using the center lumped element resonators, the spurious 
responses are suppressed to below 25 dB. However, this also introduces losses. 
To evaluate the effects from the PIN switches, measurements are also performed 
for the filter without using PIN switches. The on state is realized by soldering the 
connection by copper foil. Fig. 5.19 shows the comparison of the filter bands with and 
without PIN switches for |S21| and |S11| respectively. The insertion loss is increased by 
around 0.6 dB due to the PIN switches, while the return loss is slightly different but 
well kept larger than 12.8 dB. 
 
 
                                     (a)                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 5.19. Comparison of the measured reconfigurable filter using center LC 
resonators with and without PIN switches (a) |S21| (b) |S11|. 
 








































5.7 Filter Design Using Chip SAW Resonators 
The proposed filter and its reconfigurability are experimentally verified based on 
lumped element resonators. Highly selective filters are demonstrated at around 700 
MHz using SMD components. However, the filters suffer from high loss and 
deteriorated roll-off due to the low-Q of lumped elements and the parasitics in the 
implementation of the lumped element resonators. Moreover, filters above 1 GHz are 
difficult to realize using lumped MBVD resonators using SMD components. As the 
main target of this chapter is filters with acoustic resonators, here the wideband filter 








































Fig. 5.20. Detailed circuit for the wideband filter with SAW-filter-like selectivity 
using chip SAW resonators. 
. 
Fig. 5.20 shows the detailed circuit. The capacitors CS are connected with the 
series resonators RS in parallel for passband matching, as the chip SAW resonators 
available to us cannot provide the required static capacitance. The inductor Lw 
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connected with each SAW resonator, models the bond wire inductance. Full wave EM 
simulations for bond wires with varied length were performed in Ansys HFSS. 
Alternatively, the inductance can be calculated by an empirical equation [120]. Both 
the calculated inductance and extracted inductance based on Ansys HFSS are plotted 
in terms of the lengths of the 1 mil bond wires in Fig. 5.21. It is found that the 
inductance extracted from HFSS simulations is generally larger than the calculated 
inductance. Here a linear fitted line of the EM based extracted inductance is used in 
the circuit simulation. 
 
Fig. 5.21. Inductance for 1 mil bond wires with various lengths. 
5.7.1 Filter with a Bandwidth of 10.5% 
Fig. 5.22 shows the |S21| for the on-wafer measured chip SAW resonators RS and RP. 
The MBVD model parameters for the resonators are shown in Table 5.8. It is clear 
that the plate capacitance for series and parallel resonators RS and RP is around 1 pF 
which is smaller than the required capacitance which is around 2 pF. Spurious bulk 



















Length of 1 mil bond wire (mm)
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waves are found above the anti-resonant frequencies fARS and fARP, due to the leaky 
SAW devices used. The ripples at and below the resonant frequency fRS are caused by 
the finite number of transducers and gratings of the SAW resonator. Other second 
order spurious effects are also observed above the frequency of bulk waves. Among 
these spurious effects, the ripples from the series resonator RS and the BAW effects 
from the parallel resonator RP are likely to be within the passband. To minimize the 
BAW effects, the resonator RS is chosen at such resonant frequency that the BAW 
effects frequency is at or above the cut-off frequency of the upper passband. 
 
Fig. 5.22. On-wafer measured |S21| of the resonators RS and RP used in the filter with a 
bandwidth of 10.5%. 
 
Table 5.8. Parameters for the MBVD model of the SAW resonators used in the filter 
with a bandwidth of 10.5%. 
Parameter fR fAR Cp Cm Lm Rm Rs Rp 
Unit MHz MHz pF pF nH Ohm Ohm Ohm 
Resonator RS 2261.6 2341.3 0.99 0.07 70.13 0.05 0.5 0.1 
Resonator RP 2070.5 2147.5 1.24 0.09 63.25 1.78 0 1.7 











































Fig. 5.23 shows the simulated schematic response considering the bond wire 
effects, connections, pads for SMD capacitors and substrate loss. Ripples are found in 
the passband caused by the ripples of the series resonators RS. The spurious responses 
in the upper stopband caused by the parasitic inductance of bond wires are kept below 
31 dB. The copper connections are optimized for the passband matching and better 
out-of-band rejections. Note that if the resonator networks are designed on one single 
SAW die to remove the bond wires between the series and parallel resonators chips, 
the spurious responses can be substantially suppressed. 
 
 
Fig. 5.23. Schematic simulated S-parameters of the filter with a bandwidth of 10.5%. 
Parameters of the coupled lines realized on Rogers’ 60 mils RO4003C: L1 = 20.7 mm, 























































Fig. 5.25. Photograph of the filter with a bandwidth of 10.5%. 
 
A 3-D model of the filter was built in Ansys HFSS for full wave EM simulations, 
as shown in Fig. 5.24. The chip SAW resonators are wire bonded to corresponding 
pads or ground. On-wafer measured results of the chip resonators are used in the 
simulation. Fig. 5.25 shows the photograph of the fabricated filter. Measurements of 













Fig. 5.26. The measured |S11| and |S21| of the filter with a bandwidth of 10.5% 
compared to simulations. 
 
 
Measured results agree with simulated results with regard to general frequency 
behavior. A slight shift of the passband is observed which is likely due to the 
tolerances of on-wafer measurements of the chip resonators. The rejection level in the 
higher stopband is degraded to 22 dB. This discrepancy is mainly caused by the 
difference between simulated and actual bond wires, and also inaccurate modeling of 
parasitic coupling between electrical connections. Moreover, ripples are found at the 
upper passband edges due to BAW effects of the series resonators RS. As mentioned 
earlier, the resonators are chosen so that the BAW effects from the parallel resonator 
RP are not within the passband. Unfortunately, as the passband is shifted higher, the 
BAW effects affect the passband insertion loss close to the upper passband edge. In 
addition, another reason for the deterioration of the passband insertion loss close to 
the upper passband edge is due to the frequency dependent Q factors of SAW 
































































resonators. Average Q factors can be determined from the MBVD models extracted in 
Table 5.8. To characterize the general Q factors, the Q factor at the resonant and anti-
resonant frequencies, QR and QAR, can be calculated for the series resonator RS and 































For the series resonator, QR is 629.3 and QAR is 286.1. For the parallel resonator, 
QR is 782.7 and QAR is 285.4. Apparently, the Q factor is relatively higher at resonant 
frequencies and lower at anti-resonant frequencies, which is in agreement with the 
same conclusion in [121]. Unfortunately, the passband close to the upper passband 
edge is at the anti-resonant frequency fAR of the parallel resonator and the frequencies 
above it, resulting in increased loss. This filter realizes a 3-dB FBW of 10.5% at the 
center frequency 2.19 GHz, while the minimum insertion loss is 2.1 dB. 
5.7.2 Filter with a Bandwidth of 17% 
In the filter presented in section 5.7.1, the insertion loss of the passband close to the 
upper passband edge is degraded due to BAW effects from parallel resonators and the 
frequency dependent Q factors of the resonators. To evaluate the effects of wider band 
characteristic of the SAW resonators on the filter’s passband, a filter with a bandwidth 
of 17% is demonstrated. For this case, series and parallel SAW resonators with larger 
resonance frequency difference are chosen. The detailed MBVD model parameters 
are shown in Table 5.9. As the plate capacitance for the series and parallel resonators 
are both lower than the required capacitance, series capacitors CS are also used and 




Table 5.9. Parameters for the MBVD model of the SAW resonators 
used in the filter with a bandwidth of 17%. 
Param. fR fAR Cp Cm Lm Rm Rs Rp 
unit MHz MHz pF pF nH Ohm Ohm Ohm 
Resonator RS 2241 2321.8 1.02 0.08 67.11 0.05 0.5 0.1 
Resonator RP 1870.5 1944.7 1.40 0.11 64.71 1.59 0 1.61 
 
Fig. 5.27 shows the on-wafer measured |S21| of the resonators RS and RP. As 
expected, the BAW effects from the parallel resonators RP and the ripples from the 
series resonators RS are all within the passband frequency range. Following the same 
design procedure, this filter is experimentally verified on Rogers 32 mils RO4003C. 
Full wave EM simulation of the filter was performed in Ansys HFSS. 
 
Fig. 5.27. On-wafer measured |S21| of the resonators RS and RP for the filter with a 
wider bandwidth of 17%. 
 
Fig. 5.28 shows the 3-D model and the dimensions of the coupled lines and 
connecting patches. They are optimized for passband matching and suppression of 
spurious responses in the stopband. 



































   
Fig. 5.28. 3-D model built in Ansys HFSS for EM simulation of the filter with a wider 
bandwidth of 17%. 
 
Fig. 5.29 shows the photograph of the fabricated filter. The measured responses 
are compared with EM simulations in Fig. 5.30. General agreement is found between 
the measurements and simulations. The filter realizes a 3-dB FBW of 17% at the 
center frequency 2.05 GHz. The minimum insertion loss is 1.8 dB. It is clearly seen 
that the passband shows a notch at the bulk wave frequency of 2.06 GHz. From (5.5), 
it is obtained that QR is 678.3 and QAR is 288.6 for the series resonator, while for the 
parallel resonator QR is 781.8 and QAR is 262.7. Similar with the analysis of the filter 
in Sec. 5.7.1, the passband close to the upper passband edge has increased loss, which 
is largely attributed to the deteriorated Q factors of the resonators above the resonant 
frequencies. Discrepancies are observed in the upper stopband which are mainly 















Fig. 5.29. Photograph of the filter with a wider bandwidth of 17%. 
 
 
Fig. 5.30. Measured responses of the filter with a wider bandwidth of 17% compared 
with EM simulations. 
5.7.3 Comparison with other filters 
To evaluate the characteristics of the proposed filter, the |S21| of the presented filters 
and commercially available SAW filter products from TriQuint Semiconductor with 
various center frequencies from 1700 MHz to 2500 MHz [122], are shown in Fig. 
5.31. Note that all responses are normalized to their respective center frequencies. 

















































It is observed that the bandwidth of the filters presented is significantly increased. 
Additionally, SAW-filter-like roll-off is obtained as well as a wide stopband. The near 
passband rejection is acceptable and can be further improved if the modeling of 
parasitic coupling and actual bond wires is more accurate. The principle of the 
wideband filter with SAW-filter-like selectivity is demonstrated as the SAW 
resonators used have a piezoelectric coupling coefficient similar to TriQuint’s SAW 
filter products. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that filters with 
SAW-filter-like selectivity with bandwidths up to 17% based on SAW resonators with 
a piezoelectric coupling coefficient 
2
effk  of 0.1 have been demonstrated. 
 
 
Fig. 5.31. Comparison of the |S21| between the filters in this work and TriQuint SAW 
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[123] 1.45 1.5 33.3 0.34×0.27 9 0 Interdigital 
[124] 1.5 1.5 33.3 0.22×0.31 9 0 SIR
2
 
[125] 0.99 2.1 10.4 0.87×0.29 8 2 Open-loop resonator 
[125] 0.96 2 7.3 0.55×0.28 6 2 Open-loop resonator 
[126] 2 1.6 25 0.25×0.25 6 1 Pseudo-Interdigital 
[127] 0.83 2.7 7.1 0.63×0.45 8 4 Cascaded Quadruplet 















SAW resonators and 
microstrip lines This 
work 
(2) 
2.05 1.8 17 0.14×0.36 
 
1
 transmission zero; 
2
 stepped impedance resonator; 
3
 hybrid planar waveguide 
resonators; 
4
 dual-behavior resonators; 
5
 four zeros at lower band edge, two zeros at 
higher band edge 
 
Table 5.10 compares the presented filters with high order planar filters and some 
novel filter techniques. High order filters to achieve better frequency selectivity are 
reported in [123], [124]. To improve the passband roll-offs, transmission zeros using 
cross couplings are introduced in [125]-[127]. Novel filters are reported in [128], [129] 
to achieve high frequency selectivity and good out-of-band rejection. It is seen that 
the filters presented here have six zeros consisting of four zeros at the same frequency 
at the lower band edge and two zeros at the same frequency at the higher band edge 
by utilizing the inherent resonant and anti-resonant frequencies of SAW resonators. 
Hence, very high SAW-filter-like frequency selectivity is achieved with low insertion 
loss. Compared with the other eighth-order filters, the filters in this work have a 
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smaller size. Note that the filter area can be further reduced by meandering the 
microstrip coupled lines. 
5.8 Conclusions 
BPFs with SAW-filter-like selectivity and much wider bandwidth compared to 
traditional SAW filters are presented. The proposed topology consists of SAW 
resonator networks and parallel coupled lines. Each ladder type resonator network has 
a series resonator and two shunt resonators to define the upper and lower cut-off 
frequencies and realize the sharp passband selectivity. Analysis of the proposed SAW 
resonator network and a comparison with a traditional ladder type SAW filter is 
provided. 
First, experimental verifications are performed for the basic filter, miniaturized 
filter and reconfigurable filters based on lumped element resonators using SMD 
components. Two filters with bandwidth of 10.5% and 17% are then demonstrated 
based on chip SAW resonators for proof of concept. An analysis is provided for the 
bulk wave effects, ripples due to the finite number of transducers and gratings of 
resonators, and second order effects from series and parallel resonators which cause 
deterioration of the passband performance. The impact of bond wire inductance and 






CHAPTER 6                                                                          
CMOS Dual Behavior Resonator (DBR) Filters 
6.1 Introduction 
RF ladder type SAW and BAW filters are widely used in wireless communication 
systems, because of high frequency selectivity and very small size. However, they are 
limited in the feasible bandwidth and applicable frequency. For traditional microwave 
filters, much effort has been made to obtain filters with high frequency selectivity by 
introducing transmission zeros [130]-[135]. The transmission zeros are usually 
created based on the cross coupling mechanism [131]-[133] or by properly designing 
the feeding structures [134], [135]. A dual-behavior resonator (DBR) filter is a 
resonator type filter in which the transmission zeros are defined by the DBR 
resonators. This makes the DBR filter a suitable choice for designing filters with good 
frequency selectivity. 
Typical DBR filters are based on transmission lines and consist of DBRs and 
quarter wavelength inverters. The DBRs are parallel combinations of different open-
circuited stubs or short-circuited stubs [136]-[138]. Each stub creates a transmission 
zero at the fundamental resonant frequency and a passband is formed between the 
upper and lower rejection zeros. Thus DBR filters allow separate control of the upper 
and lower stopbands. This is a useful characteristic for duplexer design and for the 
design of filters with a good shape factor [139]. 
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However, two issues need to be addressed: The first issue is the inherent spurious 
responses in the stopband. And the second issue is the size of the filter. For 
suppression of spurious responses, a low pass filter structure can be integrated [140]. 
The spurious responses in the upper stopband are efficiently suppressed. Nevertheless, 
spurious responses in the lower stopband are not improved. In this work, a DBR filter 
with coupled line inverters is proposed for the suppression of both lower and upper 
stopband. 
Semi-lumped DBR filters are reported to reduce filter area by loading 
transmission lines with capacitors [141], [142]. A lumped element DBR filter is 
proposed in this chapter. DBR filters implemented in CMOS technology are reported 
based on Stepped-Impedance Resonator (SIR) [143] or open stubs [144]. However, 
these distributed-type chip filters are more suitable for millimeter-wave applications, 
since they require a large area when designed at lower microwave frequencies. In this 
work, the proposed lumped DBR filter is implemented in standard 0.13-µm CMOS 
technology by utilizing on-chip spiral inductors and MIM capacitors. The proposed 
filter topology can also be used at lower microwave frequencies without increasing 
the size significantly. 
6.2 DBR Filter with Wide Stopband 
6.2.1 Coupled Line Inverter 
Fig. 6.1 shows the circuit of the traditional second order DBR filter with ideal 
transmission lines based on open-circuited stubs [136] and the proposed DBR filter. 
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                                (a)                                                              (b) 
Fig. 6.1. (a) Traditional second order DBR filter circuit based on open-circuited stubs 
[136]. (b) Proposed second order DBR filter with a center coupled line inverter. 
 
In the traditional filter circuit, the first DBR is formed by two open-circuited stubs 
with characteristic impedance of Z1 and electrical length θ1 and Z2 and θ2 respectively. 
The second DBR is formed by two open-circuited stubs with characteristic impedance 
Z3 and electrical length θ3 and Z4 and θ4 respectively. The DBRs are cascaded by 
transmission line inverters with characteristic impedance Za, Zb and Zc, the electrical 
length of θa, θb and θc, respectively. Typically, quarter-wave length inverters are 
employed. The proposed filter replaces the center inverter with a parallel coupled line 
while the parameters of other transmission lines remain the same. The electrical 
length, and the even and odd mode impedance of the coupled line are θ, Zoe and Zoo, 
respectively. The relation between the parameters of the coupled line inverter and the 
microstrip line inverter can be derived using ABCD parameters. Fig. 6.2 shows the 
equivalent circuit of the coupled line. 
J inverter
-90° 
Zi, θ Zi, θZoe, Zoo, θ
 
                                (a)                                               (b) 
Fig. 6.2. (a) Center coupled line. (b) Equivalent circuit 
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To make the ABCD parameters of (6.4) and (6.5) equal at the center frequency, we 
obtain 








6.2.2 Filter Simulation 
In order to verify the proposed circuit with spurious responses suppression, the 
simulated |S11| and |S21| for the traditional DBR filter and the proposed DBR filter are 
compared in Fig. 6.3.  
 
 
Fig. 6.3. Simulation of the proposed filter compared with the traditional filter. 
 
The traditional DBR filter is designed at the center frequency of 1.62 GHz 
according to the associated formulas presented in [136]. The transmission zeros are 
fixed at 1.16 GHz and at 1.31 GHz in the lower stopband and at 2.03 GHz and at 2.21 
GHz in the upper stopband. The center transmission line is then replaced by a coupled 
line inverter in the proposed DBR filter. The parameters of the coupled line satisfy 
(6.6) and all other parameters remain the same. All the design parameters for the 




































Table 6.1. Design parameters for the traditional DBR filter and the filter with a center 
coupled line inverter. 
First Dual Behavior Resonator Z1 = 119.7 Ω, θ1 = 72º, Z2 = 91 Ω, θ2 = 111.6º 
Second Dual Behavior Resonator Z3 = 62.2 Ω, θ3 = 65.9º, Z4 = 36 Ω, θ4 = 125.7º 
Traditional Inverters 
Za = 34 Ω, Zb = 23.2 Ω, Zc = 35.7 Ω 
θa = θb = θc = 90º 
Proposed Center Inverter Zoe = 154.1 Ω, Zoo = 113.1 Ω, θ = 88.2º 
 
In the design of the filter, (6.6) defines the impedance difference between the even 
and odd mode impedance Zoo and Zoe. When the ratio of Zoo and Zoe changes, the out-
of-band rejection and return loss also change. Fig. 6.4 shows the simulated |S11| and 
|S21| for various ratios of Zoe/Zoo. It is shown that the suppression of spurious responses 
and return loss become better with smaller ratio of the even and odd mode impedance. 




Fig. 6.4. Simulated |S11| and |S21| with various ratios of Zoe/Zoo.  
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6.2.3 Experimental Results 
To verify the design concept, the filter with center coupled line inverter is 
designed at the center frequency of 1.52 GHz with a 3-dB FBW of 28%. The 
transmissions zeros defined by the DBRs are located at 1.14 GHz and at 1.2 GHz in 
the lower stopband and at 1.94 GHz and at 2.18 GHz in the upper stopband. For better 
suppression of spurious responses, the center coupled line is modified from uniform 
microstrip lines to high-low impedance sections. Full wave EM simulation of the 
whole filter is then performed in Sonnet. The photo of the fabricated filter is shown in 
Fig. 6.5. 
 
Fig. 6.5. Photograph of the fabricated filter on 32 mils Rogers’ RO4003C. 
 
Fig. 6.6 shows the measured |S11| and |S21| of the filter compared with EM 
simulations. Good agreement is found between the measurements and simulations. 




















Fig. 6.6. The measured |S11| and |S21| of the filter compared with simulated responses. 
6.3 Lumped Element DBR Filter in CMOS Technology 
6.3.1 Circuit Design 
Fig. 6.7 shows the circuit of the proposed lumped element DBR filter. Compared with 
the DBR filters in Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b), each open-circuited stub in the 
traditional filter is replaced with a shunt branch consisting of a series LC resonator, 














Fig. 6.7. Proposed second order lumped element DBR filter. 
 
































Note that the inverters in the input and output ports are removed as they are 
optional and are used for better matching. The lumped element resonators are 
composed of Li and Ci (i=1, 2, 3, 4). The center inverter consists of a series inductor 
L5 and two shunt capacitors C5. It is straightforward to determine the transmission 










One type of lumped element inverters consists of a series inductor with inductance L 
and two shunt inductors with inductance -L. Here, for the lumped element inverters, 
shunt capacitors C5 are used to realize shunt inductors with positive phase shifts. At 
the center frequency fc, L5 and C5 should satisfy: 
2
55 )2( cfCL   
 
(6.8) 
The lumped elements are realized by on chip spiral inductors and MIM capacitors. 
To demonstrate the principle, a CMOS filter is designed at the center frequency of 
27.5 GHz. The CMOS process used is a standard 0.13-µm process with eight metal 
layers for the passive components and interconnection. The thickness of the top metal 
M8 is 3 µm, and the metal of M2 to M7 is 0.42 µm, and M1 is 0.31 µm. To obtain 
components with the highest Q, symmetrical spiral inductors with only one turn using 
M8 and MIM capacitors using M7 and M8 are chosen. Since for the CMOS 
technology used, the measurement frequency for the inductors and capacitors is only 
up to 20.05 GHz, the inductors and capacitors are preferred to be as small as possible 
for accurate design and to avoid a low self-resonant frequency (SRF), and small-value 
inductors are particularly desired. 
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The interconnection lines between the lumped elements are 50 Ω microstrip lines 
in M8. To model the interconnection lines, the CMOS substrate with eight layers is 
simplified to one layer and is modeled with a dielectric constant of 4.0 and thickness 
of 5.64 µm. The metal at the first layer provides the ground. S parameters of the 
CMOS passive components are provided by Cadence. 
A filter is designed at the center frequency of 27.5 GHz, with two transmission 
zeros at 19.3 GHz and 36.3 GHz. Note that this second order DBR filter can realize 
up to four transmission zeros to achieve wider rejection bands. Here, both DBRs are 
designed to have the same two transmission zeros to realize a high rejection and high 
passband selectivity. The values for the components are listed in Table 6.2. The same 
spiral inductors are chosen for all inductors to reduce design complexity. The 
capacitors are adjusted to obtain the required transmission zeros. 
 
Table 6.2. Components values of the lumped DBR filter. 
 
Components L1, 2, 3, 4, 5 C1, C3 C2, C4 C5 
Values 160.3 pH* 289.97 fF 67.95 fF 49.44 fF 
 
* Inductance at the center frequency 27.5 GHz. Inductor’s physical parameters: inner 
core diameter 72.5 µm, conductor width 9 µm, one turn. 
 
The schematic simulations are performed in AWR Design Environment. Fig. 6.8 
shows the schematic and substrate settings. Full wave EM simulations for the 
interconnection lines are performed in Sonnet 13.56. Fig. 6.9 shows the schematic 
simulation and the EM simulation results. Both the passband responses and stopband 






































Fig. 6.8. Schematic simulation in AWR design environment. 
 































Fig. 6.9. Responses of schematic simulations and EM simulations. 
6.3.2 Experimental Results 
Fig. 6.10 shows the photo of the fabricated filter. The dense metal dummy fillings can 
be seen beside the filter components. The input and output ports use G-S-G pads, and 
the ground pads are connected to M1 ground through via holes from M1 to M8. All 
MIM capacitors are grounded by connecting M1 to M7 ground through via holes. The 
total area of the filter is 0.63 mm
2
 including the input and output pads. The chip filter 
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was measured on a Cascade Microtech probe station with G-S-G probes of 150 μm 
pitch and a Rohde & Schwarz Vector Network Analyzer for measurements from 10 
MHz to 50 GHz. 
 
Fig. 6.10. Photograph of the lumped DBR filter. 
 


































                                    (a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 6.11. Simulated and measured responses for (a) insertion loss and (b) return loss. 
 
Fig. 6.11 shows the EM simulated and measured insertion loss and return loss. 
The measured insertion loss generally agrees with the simulated results. The 
minimum insertion loss is degraded from 5 dB to 7.2 dB. This is likely due to the 
dense metal filling or inaccurate modeling of the lossy silicon substrate. The 
measured input return loss is better than 14 dB and output return loss is better than 







































16.5 dB in the passband. The difference between the measured input return loss and 
output return loss may be caused by the asymmetrical dense metal filling. The 
measured filter achieves a 3-dB bandwidth of 15% and realizes two transmission 
zeros at 20.2 GHz and 37 GHz. Compared to the reported CMOS DBR filters based 
on SIRs and open stubs, which realized notch rejections of 20 dB to 30 dB [143], 
[144], this filter achieves higher rejections of 48 dB by using lumped elements 
resonators. This demonstrates that lumped element resonators are useful to create 
transmission zeros in CMOS chip filter design. 
6.4 Conclusions 
A DBR filter with wide stopband using coupled line inverters is presented. The filter 
principle is analyzed. The filter is then demonstrated on a commercial PCB board. It 
is shown that by simply replacing the traditional quarter-wave length transmission 
line inverter with a coupled line, the spurious responses in the lower and upper 
stopband can be efficiently suppressed. Simulation also shows that better suppression 
can be obtained if more transmission line inverters are replaced with quarter-wave 
length coupled line inverters. Additionally, to reduce the filter area, a lumped element 
DBR filter with a center frequency of 27.5 GHz is proposed and demonstrated in 





CHAPTER 7                                                                                          
Conclusions and Recommendations 
In recent years, with the increasing demand for high speed wireless communication 
from the handset market, multiband RF SAW/BAW filters and filters with wider 
bandwidths are required [38], [39]. This has stimulated tremendous interest in 
developing reconfigurable or wideband low loss RF SAW/BAW filters. Additionally, 
CMOS technology allows integration of RF front-end circuits for system-on-chip 
(SOC) solutions. Thus many efforts are made to investigate CMOS bandpass filters 
with low insertion loss and high frequency selectivity. 
The primary objective of this study is to develop topologies of realizing 
reconfigurable RF SAW/BAW filters and SAW/BAW filters with wider feasible 
bandwidths based on current acoustic material technologies, and to investigate CMOS 
bandpass filters with high frequency selectivity. In view of this, the major 
contributions of this thesis are: 
1. Novel filter topologies are proposed to obtain reconfigurable SAW filters 
incorporating SAW resonators and GaAs switches. Experimental results are 
presented for SAW filters with reconfigurable passband, with reconfigurable 
lower passband edge and higher passband edge. High frequency selectivity and 
good out-of-band rejection are maintained for the reconfigurable filter bands. The 




2. A wideband filter combining SAW resonators and transmission lines is proposed. 
Two unique SAW resonators determine the lower and upper roll-offs separately. 
The principle of the filter and its reconfigurability are experimentally verified 
based on lumped element resonators of the MBVD model using SMD components. 
The filters using chip SAW resonators are then demonstrated with wide 
bandwidth and high frequency selectivity defined by the SAW resonators used. 
3. A novel filter topology with SAW-filter-like selectivity and much wider 
bandwidth than traditional SAW filters is presented. The filter principle and 
approaches for miniaturized filters and reconfigurable filters are demonstrated 
using lumped element resonators based on the MBVD model. The filters using 
chip SAW resonators are then experimentally verified for bandwidths of 10.5% 
and 17%, which is much wider than traditional SAW filters. 
4. A CMOS bandpass filter with a center frequency of 27.5 GHz based on lumped 
element DBR resonators is presented. The DBR resonators directly define the 
transmission zeros in the lower and upper stopband to determine the roll-offs of 
the passband. The topology of a DBR filter with wide stopband is proposed and 
demonstrated on PCB. 
7.1 Reconfigurable SAW filters 
Chapter 3 presents reconfigurable ladder type SAW filters, realizing a reconfigurable 
passband, a reconfigurable passband with constant bandwidth, and a reconfigurable 
lower and upper passband edges, respectively. 
The filter topologies reuse acoustic resonators. Reuse could be an important design 
consideration with significant impact on the die and package size. The presented 
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filters also maintain high frequency selectivity in the reconfigurable bands. A good 
roll-off factor is one of the main advantages of acoustic filters and it is necessary to 
keep this characteristic in multi-band acoustic filters. Moreover, out-of-band 
rejections for reconfigurable bands are kept consistent without degradation. 
For the presented passband reconfigurable filter with constant bandwidth, further 
in-depth analysis is performed for the spurious responses due to non-ideal switches 
and the parasitics of the bond wires. Modified topologies are proposed and 
experimentally verified to effectively suppress or remove the spurious responses. 
Four suggestions for future research are listed below. 
1. To consider the non-ideal effects of the switches in the reconfigurable filter design. 
The important non-ideal effects of a switch are ON-state resistive loss and limited 
OFF-state isolation which can be modeled by a capacitor. Here the filter topology 






Fig. 7.1. The reconfigurable filter unit in section 3.3. 
 
In the first state of the filter, the switch SW1 is on and introduces resistive loss. In 
the second state, SW1 is off and the low isolation cannot totally turn off the 
resonator R1, resulting in spurious responses. Hence in the reconfigurable filter 
design, it is recommended not to locate switches in the series path like SW1. 
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However, if it is necessary, a switch with low loss and high isolation is required. 
Simulation should be performed for the selection of suitable switches. 
On the contrary, the location of switch SW2 avoids the problems of SW1. In the 
first state of the filter, SW2 is OFF and behaves like a parallel capacitor to the 
resonator R4. This capacitance can be absorbed into the resonator design. In the 
second state, SW2 is ON and the resistive loss is added in series with shunt 
resonators R2 and R3. For the shunt resonators, the anti-resonant frequency is 
critical to the passband. Thus, the resistive loss, which affects the resonant 
frequency most, has little impact on the filter’s passband. A switch with moderate 
insertion loss and isolation can be chosen to reduce the cost. 
In summary, the non-ideal effects of switches should be considered when 
designing the filter. The location of switches is of importance to determine the 
impact of resistive loss and limited isolation, and hence should be investigated 
further in future design. 
2. Further studies on realizing a low loss filter with separately reconfigurable lower 
and higher band edges based on the presented filters in section 3.4. 
The unit circuit of the reconfigurable filter is shown in Fig. 7.2. The switch in the 
shunt branch is used to change the lower cut-off frequency and realize a 
reconfigurable lower band edge. This switch is located such that the total static 
capacitance of the shunt branch remains approximately the same regardless 
whether the switch is ON or OFF. Moreover, as discussed earlier, the resistive loss 
introduced by this switch does not significantly affect the filter’s passband and the 
OFF-state capacitance can be compensated. Hence it is recommended to bring the 
reconfigurable structure of the parallel branches to the series branches to replace 
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Fig. 7.2. The unit circuit for the filter with reconfigurable lower band edge in 
section 3.4. 
 
3. Suppression of the spurious responses. 
In the presented filters, the parasitic inductance caused by bond wires often causes 
spurious responses when combined with the static capacitances of the resonators. 
One solution is to use flip chip technology to remove the bond wires for 
connection. The other solution is to enlarge the bonding pad in the resonators to 
accommodate more bond wires in parallel. 
4. Investigation of reconfigurable SAW filters including three or more bands. 
The proposed reconfigurable filters are limited to two filter bands. 
Accommodating three or more filter bands based on the proposed topologies leads 
to complex structures and a larger number of switches. Further efforts can be 
made to develop topologies for multi-band filters. 
5.   Post-tuning method for the reconfigurable filter 
The presented filters are demonstrated to verify the filter principle. However, for 




7.2 Wideband Filters with Roll-offs Controlled by SAW Resonators 
The maximum bandwidth of commercially available SAW and BAW filters is limited 
by the piezoelectric substrate used. A traditional microstrip filter can realize a very 
wide bandwidth, while the good frequency selectivity needs many components and 
thus increases loss and filter area. To realize a wideband low loss filter with high 
frequency selectivity, chapter 4 developed a novel filter topology combining SAW 
resonators and transmission lines. The SAW resonators determine the upper and lower 
roll-offs of the passband. And the filter topology is analyzed theoretically. 
The filter is first implemented based on lumped element resonators based on the 
MBVD model. Topologies to miniaturize the filter using ATLs are proposed and 
experimentally verified. Based on the miniaturized filter, the filters with 
reconfigurable bandwidth are also realized with and without PIN switches. 
Finally, the filter using chip SAW resonators in conjunction with microstrip lines 
are demonstrated with wide bandwidth and good roll-offs defined by the chip SAW 
resonators. The wideband characteristics of the SAW resonators are discussed 
regarding their impact on the performance of the wideband filter, such as the bulk 
wave effects on the passband and the second order effects on the stopband. 
In view of the spurious responses and reconfigurable filter structure, three 
suggestions for further work are listed below. 
1. Suppression of the spurious responses in lower and upper stopband to obtain a 
wide stopband. 
Solutions are proposed in this thesis by adding lumped element low pass and high 
pass filters. However, this is not suitable for high frequency applications above 1 
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GHz due to the low-Q of SMD components. Methods using stepped impedance 
transmission lines or transmission lines with loaded open stubs can be further 
explored for both suppression of spurious responses and miniaturization. 
2. To consider the wideband characteristics of the acoustic resonators. 
As the proposed filter has a wide bandwidth, the frequency-dependent 
characteristics of the acoustic resonators and their spurious effects are important 
for the performance of the whole filter. The filter demonstrated using chip SAW 
resonators exhibits spurious spikes in the stopband due to second order effects of 
the SAW resonators used. Also the bulk wave effects affect the filter’s passband. 
Moreover, the frequency dependent Q-factors of the resonators result in increased 
loss in the passband close to the upper passband edge. 
To improve the filter’s performance, SAW resonators with modified structures 
need to be investigated. Furthermore, BAW resonators including BAW-SMR and 
FBAR can be also used in the proposed filter topology. BAW resonators have 
higher Q, which allows the filter to have lower passband insertion loss. Their 
spurious effects need to be investigated regarding the impact on the filter’s 
performance. 
3. Design of diplexers/duplexers. 
Current research in diplexer or duplexer design attempts to obtain high isolation in 
the case of narrow crossover frequency bands [147], [148]. This is because the 
frequency selectivity is not sufficiently high in standard designs. In the proposed 
filter, SAW resonators are introduced to control the lower and upper roll-offs to 
realize good passband selectivity. Thus it is recommended to apply the proposed 
filter structure in diplexer or duplexer design. 
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7.3 Wideband Filters with SAW-filter-like Selectivity 
In chapter 5, a novel filter is proposed with very wide bandwidth. Its roll-offs are 
controlled by SAW resonators and thus are comparable to the roll-off of a single 
SAW resonator. However, the roll-offs are still less sharp compared to traditional 
SAW or BAW filters. To address this issue, chapter 5 proposes a wideband filter with 
SAW-filter-like selectivity utilizing SAW resonators network and coupled lines. 
First, the principle of basic filters, reconfigurable filters and a method of 
miniaturization are experimentally verified based on lumped element resonators based 
on the MBVD model. The filter using chip SAW resonators is then implemented to 
demonstrate the feasibility of a much larger bandwidth than current SAW filter 
products but with SAW-filter-like selectivity. 
The proposed filter topology is of significance as it bridges the gap between a 
traditional SAW filter and microstrip filters. The SAW resonator network in the filter 
can be seen as a microwave multi-pole resonator from the perspective of traditional 
microstrip line filters. For SAW/BAW filter design, the feasibility of bandwidth is 
significantly increased because the bandwidth is no longer constrained to the 
piezoelectric properties. The design focus is transferred to traditional microstrip 
design and this opens up many possibilities for filter design with flexible bandwidth 
and sharp transition bands. 
Nevertheless, research on multiband reconfigurable filters, and miniaturization 
methods, wideband characteristics of acoustic resonators is important for practical 
applications but is not substantially investigated yet in this thesis. 
For the filters, three suggestions for future work are listed below. 
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1. Size reduction 
Compared to SAW resonators, the coupled lines occupy a much larger area even 
at frequencies above 2 GHz. Loading inductors in series to the coupled lines is an 
effective way for miniaturization as demonstrated in this thesis. However, adding 
lumped inductors introduces large resistive losses, especially at frequencies above 
1 GHz. Future work may consider the use of quasi-lumped inductors to reduce 
loss. Moreover, it is promising to explore new approaches to work as inter-
resonator coupling instead of quarter-wave length coupled lines. 
2. Wideband characteristics of the acoustic resonators 
Traditional SAW filters typically have a narrow bandwidth of a few percent. Thus 
for the acoustic resonators used, it is only necessary to consider the performance 
around their resonant frequencies. As the Q-factors for SAW resonators are 
highest near the resonant frequencies, a traditional SAW filter exhibits low loss in 
the narrow passband without much deterioration. However, the presented filters 
have much wider bandwidths and thus the wide band behavior of the SAW 
resonators is important. The bulk wave effects and ripples due to finite transducers 
and gratings of resonators are critical to the passband performances. The bulk 
wave effects and the second order effects have impact on the out-of-band 
rejections. 
As the proposed filter topology is analyzed based on the MBVD model of acoustic 
resonators, BAW-solidly mounted resonator (SMR) or free-standing bulk acoustic 
resonator (FBAR) are also candidates for this filter. They are worth investigating 
as BAW resonators have a higher Q, especially above 2 GHz. Moreover, the bulk 
wave effects, which influence the presented filters, do not exist in BAW 
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resonators. In addition, the resonator network in this filter requires two different 
resonant frequencies which won’t cause much difficulty in volume production of 
BAW devices. 
Performance of the wideband filters with SAW-filter-like-selectivity can be 
considerably improved if the employed SAW/BAW resonators have their 
structures modified for spurious resonance-free operation [149], [150]. 
3. Suppression of spurious responses  
In the design of the filters, it is found that the spurious responses are mainly 
caused by the parasitic inductance of the bond wires. The bond wire inductance 
between the series and parallel resonators of the SAW resonator network can be 
substantially reduced or removed if the SAW resonator network is designed on 
one single SAW die. It is also recommended that the bonding pad on the SAW 
resonators is enlarged to accommodate more bond wires in parallel to minimize 
parasitic inductance. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, external SMD capacitors are 
added to the series SAW resonators to realize the required capacitance. This also 
introduces resistive loss and parasitics and has impact on the side band rejections. 
Thus in future work the SAW resonators should be designed with the required 
plate capacitance to avoid the use of additional capacitors. 
For the reconfigurable filters, three suggestions for the future work are listed below. 
1. The proposed reconfigurable filter topology demonstrates feasibility of filters with 
two reconfigurable bands using lumped element resonators based on the MBVD 
model. The circuit can be extended to realize multiband reconfigurable filters 






































Fig. 7.3. Proposed multiband reconfigurable filter accommodating more than two 
bands, extended from Sec. 5.5. 
 
As more than two bands are designed to reuse the coupled lines, some problems 
need to be addressed in the future. First, the filter bands with higher center 
frequencies use coupled lines with more loading effects. For example, when band 
3 is selected, the switches sw3 should be turned on and sw1 and sw2 should be 
turned off. The main coupled lines used as inter-resonator coupling for band 3 are 
PCL 1a and PCL 2a. However, coupled line sections of PCL 1b, PCL1c, PCL 2b 
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and PCL 2c are not turned off but loaded to the coupled lines of PCL 1a and PCL 
2a. This causes the degraded passband ripples while maintaining the same out-of-
band rejections as in band 1 and band 2. 
Therefore, it will be worthwhile to investigate variation of the inter-resonator 
couplings for good performances of each band. 
2. The presented reconfigurable filter has two bands with approximately the same 
bandwidth, because the inter-resonator couplings of the two bands are mainly 
determined by the coupled line sections they share. Additional lumped elements or 
quasi-lumped elements can be loaded to the coupled lines to realize filter bands 
with various bandwidths. 
3. In the reconfigurable filters, the switches directly introduce losses as they are 
located in the series path of the filter. The SAW resonator networks can be 
modified so that shunt switches are capable of turning on and off separate 
branches. 
7.4 Dual Behavior Resonator (DBR) Filters 
A DBR filter with wide stopband and a lumped element DBR filter are presented in 
chapter 6. The filter with wide stopband uses an open-ended parallel coupled line 
inverter to suppress the spurious responses in the lower and upper stopband. It is 
experimentally verified on a commercial PCB board. The lumped element DBR filter 
utilizes lumped element resonators and inverters to reduce the filter area. To validate 
the design concept, the filter is demonstrated in CMOS technology at 28 GHz using 
MIM capacitors and spiral inductors. 
Future research could be done in the directions proposed below. 
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1. As demonstrated, the center quarter-wave length transmission line inverter is 
replaced by a coupled line inverter so that the spurious responses are efficiently 
suppressed. Simulation shows that better suppression can be obtained if more 
inverters use parallel coupled lines instead of transmission lines. Therefore, it is 
recommended to replace each transmission line inverter by an associated coupled 
line inverter. 
2. The lumped element DBR filter topology is experimentally validated in CMOS 
technology. However, the spurious responses still exist. Future work may combine 
the method for spurious response suppression and the lumped element DBR filter 
topology to realize a filter with small size, and having good frequency selectivity 
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